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ACID RAIN

Note by the SecretarY General

The Commission will commence its consideration of the
energy-related environment and development issues in Oslo.
beginning with the critical question of acid rain. To that
end. Commissioners have received a background paper on acid
rain prepared by Dr Ian Torrens. The paper focusses
naturally on the situation in Europe and North America:
that is where the issue has evolved, where the evidence is.
where it has climbed to the top of the political agenda.
Balanced, the paper includes a brief review of the findings
of all of the major recent reports on the key scientific and
policy questions. Comprehensive, it sets out much of what
we know about acid rain sources and effects, policy
concerns, technologies, economics, control and prevention
strategies.

But evidence underlying the urgent need for action on the
sources of acid rain is mounting with a rapidity that
exceeds the capacity of scientists and governments to assess
it. Some recent evidence is particularly disquieting. It
concerns forest die-back stemming from direct conifer-needle
damage and soil acidification which accumulates over time
and, beyond a certain point, causes the insoluble aluminium
present in the soil to pass into solution. In this form it
is highly toxic to plants and may render the soil incapable
of supporting tree growth.

If this is true, we may be witnessing in Europe an immense.
regional acid-base chemical titration with potentially
disastrous results being signalled by widespread tree
damage and death, in effect, a kind of "environmental litmus
paper", indicating a change to irreversible acidification
whose remedial costs are beyond economic reach.
Comparatively speaking, forest death on a regional scale
would be socially and economically trivial compared to such
consequences as erosion, siltation, flooding of farmlands
and towns and local climatic change.

There was little evidence of tree damage in Europe in 1970.
In 1983, FRG reported clearly visible damage to 34 percent
of its trees; in 1984, to 50 percent. Have European soils
reached a trip-over point? What is the evidence?

Professor Gordon Goodman, our Special Adviser on Energy, has
been following this from his special vantage point at the
Beijer Institute. I have asked him to prepare a paper on
this evidence and its possible consequences, and to be
present in Oslo, along with Ian Torrens, to discuss the
entire issue with you. U.

1) The Commission will also be receiving paper(s) on acid
rain during the Public Hearing in Oslo.
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Acid rain is becoming a serious concern in other regions.
but in the absence of monitoring and assessment programmes.
very little hard evidence is available. We have requested
papers on China. Japan and tropical countries, and the
results will be available to the Commission in due course.
probably via the Energy Panel.

The Commission will wish to consider acid. rain from the
perspective of the year 2000 and beyond, focussing on
strategic options now available to Europe and North America
to reduce or adjust to the high-cost scenario now evolving
and the options available to other regions to prevent a
repeat of this scenario. It will also want to consider acid
rain in the context of other fossil-fuel related issues,
especially air pollution and climatic change induced by
rising levels of co2.a) Strategies for the one
re-inforce strategies for the other.

Moreover, during the course of its work, the Commission will
want to examine all of these issues, beginning with acid
rain, from a source rather than an effects perspective.
Here the papers by Goodman and Torrens provide an excellent
point of departure, with a number of options set out
clearly. For purpose of easy reference, I would set out the
options contained in their papers as follows:

Reduce Future Emissions

- strengthen energy efficiency measures;
- use lower sulphur fuels and fuel cleaning;
- promote renewable energy sources;
- extend post-combustion cleaning of exhaust gases.

Strengthen Institutional Links and Co-operation

- develop maps of areas environmentally sensitive to acid
deposition;

- establish national acidification units including
representatives of all agencies concerned;

- include representatives of energy agencies/industries in
environmental planning, assessment, implementation and
monitoring bodies; and vice versa;

2) We have requested papers to bring together the
evidence on air pollution in South East Asia, India.
Latin America. FRG, Japan and USA. We have also
requested a major paper on Climatic Change: the
Strategic Options to follow this autumn's meeting of
the International Co-ordinating Committee on CO2.
In the meantime, the Commission will receive at least
one major brief on Climatic Change at the Public
Hearing in Oslo.
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- ditto for boards responsible for policy concerning
energy. R & D and investment projects:

- joint initiatives to promote energy efficiency.

Strengthen Economic Incentives and Die-incentives

- integrate environmental costs in energy prices: and
consider

- incentives (tax credits, grants. etc) for environmentally
favourable energy investments;

- emission goals, licences and flexible trading in licences;
- deposits by potential polluters. (refundable upon proof of
acceptable behaviour);

- effluent charges;
- inflation-proof fines for non-compliance.

Improve Regulatory Measures

- new source standards; e.g.
- ambient quality standards;
- Europe-wide emission standards;
- fuel efficient product design and input standards:

- old source standards;
- zoning and licensing of polluting activities,

including provision for emission goals, abatement
deposits, flexible trading, etc.

Improve the Information Base for Maüagement

- strengthen emission-transport-deposition monitoring in
Europe and North America;

- extend such monitoring urgently to newly industrializing
countries and tropical region,

- identify soil/forest/water sensitive areas, especially in
the newly industrializing countries and tropical regions:

- increase economic evaluation of present and future damage
costs.

Strengthen International Co-operation

- strengthen institutional linkages on regional basis (see
above);

- establish preventive co-operation programmes in critical
newly industrializing and tropical regions;

- undertake urgent programmes to increase the information
base (see above), with the support of multilateral and
bilateral assistance agencies;

- provide advisory services on preventive policies.
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ACIDIFICATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT.]/

A policy Ideas Paper by Gordon T. Goodman.
Special Advisor on Energy, Environment and Development

to
World Commission on Environment and Development

INTRODUCTION

This draft-paper is Intended as a starting-point, raising
policy issues and options for managing this problem, currently
very important in industrialized regions and potentially harmful
to newly industrializing developing countries.

It outlines what is generally agreed as "known for certain"
about the whole problem and conversely, what is still argued
about strongly among "net emitter" and 'net receiver"
governments. It is perhaps only natural that many major
emitters of acid gases from their own industrial sources claim
that. "the problem may not exist", or "it is not serious", or
that anyhow, "we do not know enough about the problem to manage
it effectively - more research is needed". And equally so. net
receivers of acid deposition claim the opposite.

This is almost certainly why the opinions of "government
scientists" still differ widely, nation by nation on this issue,
whilst there is a growing consensus about industrial
acid-emission-causes and environmental-deposition-effects among
the international scientific community as a whole.

A few ideas for policy proposals are very tentatively put
forward here, for consideration by the Commission Meeting in
Oslo. as a starter to stimulate teaction and discussion for the
subsequent building up of a considered attitute and response to
this major issue.

This draft is not an official Secretariat paper. Although
the author has greatly benefitted from critical discussions with
the Secretariat on its substance, final responsibility for any
erroneous views rests solely with the author.

1' Further details and full references in this draft
can be obtained in the Background Issue Paper "Acid
Rain and Air Pollution a Problem of
Industrialization" by Ian M. Torrens, June 1985
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ACIDIFICATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

A policy ideas paper by Gordon T. Goodman.
Special Adviser on Energy. Environment and Development

to
World Commission on Environment and Development

SUMMARY

Emissions to the atmosphere of oxides of sulphur and
nitrogen (SOX & NOx) and volatile hydrocarbons (from
industrial, domestic and vehicular sources burning coal, oil
and gas) and their transformation products during atmospheric
transport (sulphuric and nitric acids, their ammonium salts.
ozone) fall to the ground as dry particles or in rain, snow.
frost, fog or dew. Deposition may occur several thousands of
kilometres from their emission sites after the acidifying or
oxidizing substances have been windborne for a few days.

They corrode stonework and rust or rot metal structures,
causing USD billions of damage costs annually. They also
damage trees, soils, lakewaters, rivers and fish and may enter
the drinking water supply, corroding pipes or liberating
potentially toxic metals (cadmium, lead, mercury, zinc, copper,
aluminium, possible future risks to human health or toxic to
tree roots).

Up to now, the greatest damage has been reported over
East and West Europe which is currently receiving more than ig
sulphur per m2 ground per year. Visible damage has been
recently recorded in 50 per cent of forest lands in the Federal
Republic of Germany and light to moderate damage in 30 per cent
of Swedish forests. So far an estimated 5-6 per cent of all
European forest land is affected. Many reports consistently
show soils in parts of Europe becoming acid throughout the tree
rooting layers (C. 100 cm deep). The acidity is frequently
below PH 4.0 and aluminium comes into solution as a mobile
element, toxic in very low concentrations to plant roots. The
tree damages caused by the co-action of acid soils containing
mobile aluminium and by direct needle damage in conifers from
the interaction of the pollutants mentioned above.

Several thousand Scandinavian lakes are now acidified and
a large number of them are fishless. Similar damage is
appearing in North America and as industrialization spreads to
other world regions, newly industrializing developing countries
will be at risk.

Although governments and industry in North America and
several European countries are already spending considerable
sums of money on emission control technology and other clean-up
strategies, this does not appear to be adequate judging from
the continuing environmental damage in Europe. Large sums of
money are already being spent on liming lakes in Scandinavia in
an attempt to neutralize the acidity. If acid deposition
continues, more lakes will be rendered fishless and forest

WCED:0003i/is/11.06. 1985



soils become more widely acid as their acid neutralizing
capacity is slowly used up. The largest uncertainty hangs over
the fate of European forests. If they finally die-back over
large areas they will probably be replaced naturally by acidic
grasslands and heather moorland, nowadays of little or no
agricultural value. Soil erosion is likely to become a growing
problem especially in hilly areas: siltation, flooding and
water shortages are the classical corollaries of widespread
deforestation. Absolutely minimal costs of liming even the
most easily treatable land will be in excess of USD 500 per
hec tare.

By contrast "off the shelf" technology exists to achieve
80-90 per cent reductions in emissions at costs which, though
not insignificant, are nevertheless very far from crippling.
For instance several countries have calculated that 50 per cent
sulphur reductions in the electricity generation process using
coal can be achieved at a cost of under 6 per cent to the
consumer.

The major uncertainty hinges on whether the forests will
finally deteriorate to the point of environmental crisis when
soil liming on such a scale will be beyond economic reach. Or
whether to hope they will find a new equilibrium which although
of degraded yield productivity, still remains adequate to hold
soil and groundwater under normal control.

The newly industrializing countries will in future most
probably need to depend more heavily on fossil fuels for
accelerated development. So little is known about the likely
environmental loading of sulphur and nitrogen and virtually
nothing is known about the acid neutralizing capacity of
.tropical lakes and forest soils that a comprehensive programme
.of investigation should be ormu.ated without delay if the
mistakes made in Europe and North America are not to be
repeated.

Returning to Europe. the balance of current evidence
seems to indicate that it would now be prudent for governments
to implement accelerated source-control actions, preferably
under the co-ordination on UNECE who are already co-ordinating
excellent management initiatives as the agent of European
governments. In this regard, some policy ideas are put forward
as tentative proposals for the Commission to react to and build
on in developing a policy position on this important problem.

Apart from some tentative proposals contained herein.
there are some fundamental issues raised by the acidification
problem which will confront the Commission when it deals with
other problem areas also. e.g.:

The methodology of scientific proof requires a high
degree of vigorous evidence before any new situation is built
into the body of scientific knowledge (even in science.
absolute proof is never possible). By contrast, political and
management decisions are nearly always made under conditions of
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imperfect or uncertain knowledge. This is necessary because
the costs of not making a decision often outweigh the costs of
making a wrong one. Waiting for better evidence on a problem
may mean that it is too late (perhaps disastrously so) to do
anything about it. Governments are sometimes happy to use the
excuse of needing scientific "proof" before acting when it
suits them and government scientists may be readily able to
tell their political masters exactly what they want to hear. A
more structured approach is needed to this problem which can be
agreed to by governments.

Tall chimney stacks were originally built in the
constructive belief that the acid gases from fossil fuel
combustion would be diluted, dissipated and finally assimilated
by the environment. We now know this is not true and so
facto all countries dump air pollutants on their neighbour,
although this was not originally intended. What right have
they got to do so? There are no laws about it and yet it is
obviously uncivilized behaviour, in extreme cases amounting to
an unfriendly act.

This is another example of the environment as an issue of
national security.



ACIDIFICATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

POLICY PAPER

PART I- THE PROBLEMATIQUE

The origins of Acidifying Substances

Small percentages (usually less than 5) of sulphur and
nitrogen, present in coals, oil, gas and peat, produce on
burning, the gases sulphur dioxide( and some sulphur trioxide),
nitric oxide (and some nitrogen dioxide). These are conven-
tionally known as SOx (S02 SO3) and NO (NO +NO2).

Almost two thirds of the sulphur is generated by the
electric power industry where coal is the main fuel, but oil
when used, normally emits about the same amount of sulphur per
unit of electricity produced. The remaining sulphur comes from
industrial processes and metal smelters, and also from domestic
space heating using principally coal but some oil. A global
total of around 100 million torines is emitted annually- about
the same order as that given off by purely natural processes
e.g. volcanoes and decaying plants and animals.The amount of
nitrogen in the form of NOx is somewhere around this figure,
over half cøming from vehicle exhausts and most of the
remainder, about equally, from gas used in industry and coal in
electricity production. However in industrialized regions such
as Europe. or eastern North America, the concentrations of
man-made emissions of SOx and NOx are 10-20 times greater
than the natural background.

Although quite a lot of these emitted gases fall to the
ground close to their sources, very large proportions are
carried by winds up to 2000 km or so away from their origins,
particularly when emitted from tall chimney stacks (up to 300
metres high). During this process of transport which usually
lasts 1-5 days, the NOx and SO, are converted into a number
of acid, corrosive or oxidizing substances by a series of
complex chemical reactions some of which are energized by
ultra-violet light from sunshine. Sulphuric and nitric acids
and their ammonium salts, ozone and peroxyacetylnitrates are
formed. These either sediment out of the air as 'dry'
particles or are 'wet' deposited in rain, snow, frost, fog or
dew. There is general and good international agreement on the
origins, transport and deposition of the NO and SO,

derivatives summarized above

Main Effects of Acidification

There is also general agreement that they corrode and
destroy stonework, statues etc. and rust or rot metal
structures - damage costing billions of Us dollars to replace
each year. Many buildings and monuments of great cultural
value are not being repaired because of high costs.

WCED:0003 i/is/il .06.1985



There is however very strong international disagreement
between emitting agencies and the net receivers of damage when
other types of harm are involved, principally damage across
national boundaries.

These are: the die-back and death of vegetation
especially trees; the acidification of soils; lakes and rivers
and damage to their soil-decomposer systems; the death of fish
and loss of fisheries and possible indirect effects on the
health of livestock and humans.

2.1 Effects in Newly Industrializing Countries (NICe).

Up to the present time, acidification damage has been
reported widely from Europe and North America. but as
industrialization spreads to other world regions, it is
anticipated that severe effects will occur in them unless
preventive strategies are implemented as early as possible to
head off the problem. The group of NICe are currently at
greatest potential risk where acidification, appearing first as
an urban-industrial air pollution problem, will probably slowly
spread to remote areas.

2.2 Effects on precipitation, lakes and fish.

In Europe itself, strong increases in the acidity of rain
since the mid-1950s have been attributed to acids from the
combustion of carbon fuels. This has been coupled with subs-
tantial increases in the acidity of lakes in Scandinavia and
the decline or loss of their fish populations. High acidity is
;:known to be toxic to fish, but the mobilization of aluminium in
:aci- difying soils is probably involved also, especially during
ape- nods of springtime snow melt when soluble aluminium (as

may infiltrate into lake waters. In Nocway some 1750
lakes have lost their fish and 900 others have been severely
affected whereas in Sweden. fisheries in 18000 lakes have been
seriously affected. Similar incidents have been widely
reported from Britain, Ontario and the Adirondack region of the
USA. In fact, of a sample of the lakes examined in Europe and
North America. half of those with an acidity as great or
greater than that indicated by 5.0 on the pH scale of acidity
(i.e., an acidity greater than natural rainwater) were fishless
compared with one in seven that were less acid than 5.0.

2.3 Effects on forests

Although there were many small indications that European
forests may be undergoing damage, in the 19708. it was not
until 1980-83 that dramatic forest changes were clearly
recorded. Currently, some 7 million hectares of forest has
suffered damage about 5-6 percent of all European forest land
with c.O.2 percent completely dead. In FRG an official 1983
forest survey indicatedthat about 34 percent showed clearly
visible damage whereas 50 percent was so recorded in 1984.
Conifers have been most badly hit, especially the fir (Abies
alba), followed by spruce (Picea abies). A recently reported
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government survey showed that 30 percent of Swedish forests
suffered light to moderate damage (20-60 percent of needles
lost on older spruce trees). Although a serious warning, this
does not automatically mean that forests are dying over large
areas.

2.3.1 Tree die-back by leaf damage and by soil acidification

Although some would argue that the damage cited in
Section 2.3 above was caused by drought periods - and dry
spells do seem to be connected with tree deaths - there is a

broad consensus that forest die-back is currently ascribable to
direct leaf or needle damage from deposition. There is however
some debate as to which pollutant is the main cause - ozone,
sulphuric and nitric acids, ammonia etc.. with a good case
being made for ozone. The balance of evidence indicates that
the interactive effects between all these pollutants are
probably so complex that this debate is largely irrelevant.
Damage usually takes the form of destruction of the waterproof
coating of needles, disintegration of the contents of
leaf-cells, severe losses of magnesium from the leaf (an
essential component of chlorophyll) and fungal attack. These
factors are all consistent with the observed premature
yellowing and death of older leaves and accelerated die-back
during dry spells.

However, the process of soil acidification and the
liberation of soluble soil aluminium may also in time lead to
tree death.

The roots of trees take in soil nutrients for their
normal growth, tending to leave behind a natural soil
acidification. Although most of these basic tree nutrients are
teturned to the soil in dead leaf- and twig-fall, the
'remainder, which stay locked up in the tree trunks are
responsible for creating a residual acidity in the soil which
is compensated for over decades by nutrient-release from the
natural weathering of mineral particles in the soil. This
means that in their natural undisturbed state, forest soils are
in some form of acid balance, determined by these opposing
rates of biological nutrient fixation and soil weathering.
This balance is significantly upset by the influx of acid
deposited from carbon fuel combustion. This externally imposed
acidification is most likely to have negative effects on tree
growth in the long run. If it continues to an acid increase
equivalent to about 4.5 or lower on the pH scale of acidity,
soil aluminium comes into solution. This is very toxic to
plants, causing direct root damage and preventing root uptake
of calcium and magnesium from the soil. Thus, the magnesium
lost from the needles by direct leaf damage cannot be
replenished from the soil. Likewise, root damage interferes
with water uptake in a tree already losing water abnormally
through leaf damage. Thus, both soil acidification and direct
leaf damage co-act to cause tree die-back.
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The question now is whether soil acidification over the
recent decades is (a) an accumulative and progressively
damaging process leading to regional soil aluminium
mobilization in amounts which are (b) sufficient to cause
widespread tree toxicity and hence forest damage and
destruction.

Recent official reports from FRG indicate that mobile
aluminium is present in seepage water of affected forests in
concentrations potentially toxic to trees (15-18 parts Al3
per million parts soil water). A recent study showed that
soils in the southern part of Sweden have become at least ten
times more acid in the last 30 years (topsoils which were
regularly between 5.0 - 6.0 on the pH scale of acidity are now
between 3.0 - 4.0). This acidification has permeated right
down the soil through the tree rooting zone (C. 100 cm). A
recent soil map of Sweden shows that large numbers of soils are
predominantly more acid than pH4 in the southern half of the
country. Soluble A13+ is commonly present around 25 parts
per million of soil water. The potentially toxic elements (for
humans) cadmium and lead were also brought into solution.

2.3.2 Acidification in tropical forest areas?

It is far less certain what will happen in tropical
forest areas exposed to increasing acid deposition as
industrialization deve].ops.We do not know if leaves of tropical
trees are as sensitive to ozone, NOx and 50 acids and
ammonia as their temperate counterparts. The lateritic
tropical soils contain very low levels of organic matter and
very high levels of aluminium in forms unavailable to plants.
But evidence exists of purely natural, episodic or permanent
acidic conditions in such soils, and tropical vegetation may
have evolved a tolerance to soluble alumin4m (M3) in the
same way that vegetation of acid peat-bogs in cool temperate
regions is rather tolerant of mobilized aluminium. Conversely
the existing acidity of tropical soils may mean that only a
relatively small amount of deposited acid may render them
useless as growth media? Data are unfortunately not available.

2.3.3 Replacing damaged temperate forests-

If widespread forest death finally occurs in Europe and
North America as a result of long-range atmospheric pollutant
transport and its replacement is necessary for economic reasons
or to prevent a major erosion/siltation crisis from denuded
soils, only two strategies are available:

If forest die back is caused by direct leaf damage from
incoming pollutants, pollution abatement would have to occur
prior to replanting the devastated areas.

If tree death is additionally caused by acid soils and
aluminium toxicity, the soil has been rendered incapable of
supporting tree growth.
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Under these circumstances pollution abatement must be
accompanied by liming (up to 10 tonnes calcium
carbonate/hectare. depending on local conditions). Replanting
can then be accomplished 1-5 years after liming.

Widespread tree death would probably seriously dislocate
the timber market with a wood glut. But this is trivial beside
such long-term problems as protracted soil erosion, siltation.
lowland flooding, water supply problems to farmland and local
climatic change which would make this slow process of tree
death an apocalyptic event; a major regional environmental
disaster.

If forest areas finally die of acid deposition, they
would most likely be replaced by heather moorland or acidic
grassland of little agricultural value today. Costs of liming
and absolutely minimal improvement even in the most easily
treatable areas would exceed US$ 500 per hectare.

2.4 Potential dangers to human health-

Acidified soils will mobilize and liberate into the
groundwater such potentially toxic metals as: Cadmium, Mercury,
Lead, Nickel, Copper, Chromium, Arsenic, Manganese and
Aluminium where these are present naturally or from old
industrial sources. They could cause crop damage, hazards to
livestock or human health via food and drinking water. Soluble
manganese makes water undrinkable. These prospects have not
yet been reported in the context of acid deposition. However
there are already many cases of premature corrosion of water
pipes in rural areas in Sweden and the abundant insurance
claims quantify the location and extent of this phenomenon.

3. Remaininq Uncertainties

Returning to what is known and what is still uncertain.
Section 2 highlighted uncertainties in our knowledge of the
effects of deposition on the environment. The following
components, although incompletely understood, do not present
(compared with Section 2) genuine obstacles to management
progress as is sometimes asserted:

The nature and extent of chemical transformations of
pollutants during atmospheric transport.

A detailed understanding of the historical build-up of
acidification in rain and snowfall, in freshwater bodies and
their sediments.

The mechanisms of transfer of pollutant acids from soils to
freshwater bodies.

The mode of action of fish toxicity.
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4. Conclusion

We can conclude that if acidification continues unabated
there is a strong risk of losing many more lakes and their
fisheries in Europe and North America. Although it is a great
economic blow and a loss to our biological and cultural
heritage and the quality of human life, - the "Silent Spring"
of the world of freshwater - for most people, it does not
constitute a national or regional disaster.

However, widespread forest death, may finally occur,
either from direct leaf damage, caused by ozone and/or SO
and NOx deposition, or worse, by soil acidification and
aluminium toxicity, which also means an additional factor of
serious soil destruction and erosion. This could constitute a
continuing disaster of major proportions. If as the available
evidence strongly suggests, soil acidification is a cumulative
process, a small reduction of emissions will only slow down the
ultimate end. If drastic emissions abatement can be achieved.
acidification could possibly be slowed down to the point where
normal weathering processes can compensate for the
acidification.

Otherwise, we may well be witnessing an immense regional
acid-base chemical titration with a potentially disastrous
end-point signalled by widespread tree damage and deaths which
are a kind of ' environmental litmus paper' indicating the
change to irreversible acidification whose costs of treatment
would be completely beyond reach.

4.1 The concept of environmentally sensitive areas.

Since the buffering capacity (and hence the ability to
withstand acidification) of forest soils varies widely, we
would expect to see aluminium first becoming mobilized (and
tree die-back from Al3 toxicity appearing first) on the
least buffered soils. These are characterized as infertile,
well drained (sandy or gravelly) soils with a low
exchange-surface capacity per unit volume, with a low organic
matter content and a low level of bases. These are classically
environmentally "sensitive" areas for acidification. We have
no map of them in Europe but a good attempt has been made to
characterize them in North America. Since they are vital
indicator-areas of more widespread change, they must as a
matter of urgency be identified and monitored for symptoms of
irreversible acidification.

S. Is the problem outstripping management?

Although governments and industry in North America and
several European countries are spending large sums of money on
fuel-and gas-cleaning equipment to control the sulphur and
nitrogen content of carbon fuels both before and after
combustion, when we see damage of the nature outlined in
Section 2 above it may well be asked whether current clean-up
efforts are adequate? Maybe abatement measures need to be

9
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accelerated quite sharply especially if it turns out, as
indicated earlier (Section 2.3). that acidification is

predominantly a cumulative process.

5.1 ts there International Consensus for Management?

In spite of what has been said so far about the
environmental effects of acid deposition, there is nevertheless
still a great deal of argument about whether acidification is a
serious problem. The arguments versus answers (i.e.the views
on the side of emitters v. net receivers) are usually as
follows : (arguments v. answers given below:)

Damage to trees, soils, water, fish and the microbes in
soils and sediments cannot be proven.v. This argument is losing
force annually as large-scale death of trees and fish become
more obvious,water acidification increases and research
demonstrating a causal linkage between acid-deposition and
environmental effects becomes stronger, (the answer is believed
to be correct).

Causes other than industrially emitted SO, and NOx
must be at work e.g. natural sulphur and nitrogen sources.
droughts. v.
As scientific understanding slowly increases, these are now
very difficult arguments to maintain (although there is some
truth in the drought argument the answer is believed to be
substantially correct).

Emitters that put out SO, blame nitrogen emitters for
the damage; e.g. tree damage is not caused by sulphuric acid
but by ozone, generated in the air by NO and exhaust
hydrocarbons - So the vehicle industry should bear the main
xesponsibility, n th3 electric utilities. This argument may
be partially valid for trees but cannot explain soil and water
acidification nor fish kills satisfactorily (acidification also
plays an important role in tree death by co-acting with direct
leaf damage (Section 2.3.1 above). Even so. this narrow-minded
institutional "territory defending" line of argument cannot be
allowed to impede management progress if it is finally decided
that the acidification problem needs faster action than it is
currently getting).

There are three further arguments commonly used, as follows:

Even if responsibility is admitted, the costs needed to
abate the pollution are greater than the damage done to the
receptors who are challenged by the emitter to prove the
opposite before any remedial action can be contemplated.

Since it is difficult at present to pinpoint where a
specific emission is deposited, the emitter argues that even if
abatement were embarked upon, it is impossible to say whether
it is being effective.
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6) The technology of the problem is improving and if we wait
a few years, we shall understand the problem better; and if it
still turns out to be caused by SO,, NOx and ozone then we
shall almost certainly have more cost effective solution8 by
then.

There are several difficulties with arguments 4-6 above.
Regarding No.5, we know that over a large industrialized region
such as Europe. deposition is proportional to emission when
averaged over a few years. Hence any emission abatement would
be expected to produce a corresponding reduction in
deposition. This suggests that it is a waste of time to put
the blame on one emitter or type of industry or even
country. Both emission strategies and deposition goals must be
worked out collectively. If this could be managed, a lot of
temporizing, useless effort, and evasion would be avoided.

Regarding argument 6. given the direction and tempo of
research on this topic, it is now unlikely that further work
will provide completely new insights, totally revolutionizing
abatement management. On the contrary, there is accumulating
evidence to show that the real problem with soil and forest
damage is that they are proceeding steadily but are still
largely cryptic and latent. When they finally do become
manifest, pronounced changes are likely to occur over a few
years as a result of processes in the soil that have been
proceeding since industrialization began and have accelerated
substantially since World War II. If this is true, further
delay may mean that we shall be forced to deal with the problem
when it has assumed crisis proportions. (Sections 2.3; 2.4
above)

One major difficulty with arguments 3 and 5, but
particularly with argument 4 is that ..hey beg a fundamental
question - What moral, economic or legal right has an emitting
agency got to dump pollutants, whatever the level of nuisance
or damage they cause, onto a second party be it another agency
or an adjacent state? At best it is uncivilized behaviour and
at worst, unwarrantable interference in the private affairs of
another party or state, tantamount to a hostile act. There is
no international law allowing it, or more particularly, no
legislation preventing it.

Ultimately, all these arguments boil down to four viewpoints by
emitters:

1/ We do not perceive it as any sort of real problem
(which is often true).

2/ The national terms of reference which we have to
work under as emitters give us no mandate to spend
money on the abatement needed (which is often
true).

3/ We genuinely cannot afford it (which is sometimes
true.

4/ We don't care (which is sometimes true).

WCED:0003i/is/ll.06. 1985
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PART II MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Acidification and Development

In Part I above, the problem of environmental
acidification has been discussed using as art example the region
where it has first manifested itself globally- i.e. in
Europe.Although only touched on briefly here, the problem is
assuming increasing importance in North America. Attention has
also been drawn to the likelihood of its appearing in the Newly
Industrializing Countries (NICe). There is little doubt that
their dependence on fossil fuels will increase greatly during
their period of industrial development. In fact it is no
accident that almost all the NIC5 have large fossil fuel
reserves which they will use both as exports to earn hard
currency and as fuels to power their own industrial progress.
Most of them have such unmanageable development problems of
crisis proportions that it would not be an overstatement to say
that many would be only too happy if they merely had such
manageable problems as environmental acidification to worry
about.

Basic Questions

Having regard to this background, two basic questions
must be posed.

1. Despite the existing efforts made by governments and
industry in North America and Europe, is enough being done
sufficiently rapidly to manage the sources of the acidification
problem successfully? This breaks down into four parts:

Are we quite satisfied that we have monitored and
evaluated th existing rate of onset of European
acidification adequately enough to formulate appropriate
source-containment., strategies ?

Are the ranges of institutional, legal and technical
management options currently available to us adequate to
do the job ?

C) Can we afford them ?

Are they currently being actually implemented fast enough?

2. Not unnaturally, we have made mistakes in understanding
the acidification problem since it first became manifest. Have
we learned all the lessons needed from those mistakes to be
able:

to make rapid progress in Europe and North America?
to pass on to others the types of information needed to
describe the problem adequately for management purposes?
to say how far the problem in other bio.-climatic zones
may take on a completely different form e.g., do we know
enough about the problem in Newly Industrializing
Countries in the tropics and sub-tropics?

WCED:0003 1/ is/Il .06.1985
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A very important consideration here is that it would be
hypocritical for industrialized countries to presume to tell
developing countries how they should tackle their emerging
acidification problems if the industrialized countries do not
feel confident that they are well on the way to solving their
own. Or at least they should be able to say exactly what
bottlenecks' are currently holding up progress.

The following Sections deal with these questions.
Although European experience is drawn heavily upon to
illustrate the range of policy and management issues,
especially the important progress being made by governments via
the co-ordinating activities of UNECE, the ideas developed
could apply to other world regions at future risk from
acidification.

Throughout the ensuing text, the discussion of the
various policy ideas and issues leads to a series of tentative
proposals, put forward to stimulate reaction by the Commission
and hopefully serving as a starter for a fully developed
considered response to this important problem.

8. Have we monitored and Evaluated Acidification Adeauatelv ?

8.1 EMEP-

At present the only reliable information on collective
emissions and deposition across Europe as a whole emerges from
the "Co-operative Programme for Monitoring and Evaluation of
the Long-Range Transmission of Air Pollutants in Europe "EMEP".
established in 1977 by UNECE. Table 1 shows an
Emission/Deposition Matrix produced by EMEP averaged over four
years 1978-1982. Figure 1 shows total Sulphur deposition over
Europe for the same period. The oint work of the Oslo and
Moscow Centres should be warmly commended and a strong
recommendation made that the two Centres be given improved
resources to increase their capacity to synthesise the data
coming in from the Monitoring Sites in Europe. At present the
Centres operate on very slender budgets and both carry a heavy
burden of work.

PROPOSAL

The Commission may wish to endorse and commend the work
of EMEP and recommend the strengthening of the administrative
structures and analytical capacities of its two Centres;

8.2 The idea of acidification units

Many of the initial effects of acidification are cryptic
or subtle and have a degree of interconnectedness which is
important when looking for symptoms of change. Unless all the
components of the whole system of inter-related elements are
looked at together, individual, barely detectable trends in
each component of the system which may all be seen as pointing
in the same direction when taken collectively, will have little

4CED:0003i/is/11. 06.1985
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significance if examined one by one. Many of these components
are the responsibility of different institutions of government
e.g. wind patterns, tree growth, soils, water quality,
vehicular transport, industrial emissions-control. Information
does not flow well across such institutional boundaries.

Thought should be given to the feasibility of governments
establishing Acidification Units with authoritative access to
all components of the problem so that a systems approach to the
management of acidification becomes possible. Some governments
are already adopting this approach.

PROPOSAL

It is recommended that those governments that have not
already done so. should set up small National Acidification
Units or integrated activity Centres with full authoritative
access to data on all components of the problem;

8.3 Environmentally sensitive areas-

Acid Rain Units or equivalent national groups should meet
and agree on criteria for the production of a national map of
areas of increasing sensitivity to soil acidification along the
lines indicated in Section 5.1 above. A European Map of
sensitive areas and any water bodies contained in them should
include basic soil- and water-chemistry characteristics.
Symptoms of 'irreversible' soil acidification will be expected
to appear in these first and they will form the "litmus paper"
for the recognition wide spread European acidification. Such a
map is essential if the deposition data emerging from EMEP are
to be exploited fully.

PROPOSAL

The Commission may wish to propose the construction of a
European map of areas varying in sensitivity to acidification
(including soils and water bodies) to be carried out by
national groups according to agreed criteria and including
basic information on diagnostic features of their soil- and
water-chemistry vegetation-type etc.;

8.4 Application to other World Regions-

In Venezuela - Colombia - Ecuador - Brazil; Mexico;
Nigeria; Angola and China it is not too early to attempt to see
how an "EMEP" type operation might be put together for the
region. It probably would not become operational yet but a

desk study of such items as monitoring-site selection, sampling
and measurement techniques, meteorological data needs, would be
extremely instructive.

Likewise, starting up with a genuine systems approach to
the problem via Acidification Units would avoid a lot of early
mistakes.

WCED:0003i/is/ll.06. 1985
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Trying to decide the criteria needed in terms of soil
features, climate variables and vegetation in order to
characterize an environmentally sensitive area would highlight
a number of fundamental gaps in our understanding e.g. has
buffer capacity and weathering got the same significance for
soils in the humid and semi-arid tropics as they have in
temperate regions? Are there any data on leaf tolerance to
50x' NOx. ozone? What do we know about Al3-'- toxicity in
tropical trees ? What institutions are available to carry out
this work if we have no data on the subject? Scientists have
been stressing the need to obtain such data for over a decade
but have riot been able to secure funding for such work. In
spite of this difficulty, the 'Scientific Committee on Problems
of the Environment (SCOPE) of the 'International Council of
Scientific Unions (ICSU), have started a research project in
several tropical countries.

PROPOSAL

The Commission may wish to commend the initiative of the
SCOPE "Acidification in Tropical Countries" project and urge
full financial support for this important work.

Conclusion to Section 8

Although several governments are now actively monitoring
soil and water acidification as well as forest damage, this
should be expanded to a joint pan-European activity, carried
out on conformably inter-comparable lines.

9. Are there affordable institutional, legal and technical
arrangements available to manage the problem?

iLl Ways of Reducing and/or Avoiding Future Emissions

9.1.1 Promoting environmentally favourable energy
options-

Closer institutional links should be developed between
industry, energy and environment agencies and government
departments. By this method it will be possible to promote
energy options that reduce or avoid emissions of sulphur and
nitrogen. Such an approach helps to integrate environment
costs into energy prices. These and other features will be
touched upon in Institutional Co-operation (Section 11).

9.1.2. Energy efficiency-

A widely respected and comprehensive global study of
energy-demand from MIT concluded: " the effectiveness of energy
use on a global scale can be increased by about 1 per cent per
year for decades without any social strain. This seemingly
small figure leads to a halving of energy use by the year 2050
and a 50 per cent reduction in CO2 emissions. This result is
quite independent of the effect on CO2 of any shifts to
non-fossil sources for primary energy supplies."
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This halving of CO2 production is derived from a
halving of the consumption of carbon fuels purely by more
efficient energy use. This implies a halving of sulphur and
almost a halving of nitrogen outputs without any additional S
or N clean-up technology. Economic growth remains unaffected.

The decoupling of energy consumption from GDP is already
occuring, stimulated by high oil prices. This approach carries
with it so many other environmental benefits that it can be
strongly endorsed on many counts.

PROPOSAL

It is proposed that the Commission strongly commend the
energy efficiency promoting role of energy accounting and
energy audits as well as pricing and subsidy incentives in all
sectors of the energy economy as leading to a substantial
reduction in the consumption of carbon fuels, and hence SO
and NOx output, without affecting economic growth.

9.1.3 Fuel substitution-

Switching to a new fuel affords an opportunity to
improve SO and NOx control. The most obviously less
polluting fuel in this context is natural gas which is
increasingly being used for process heat in industry and
district heating systems. It achieves lower emissions of
nitrogen and particularly sulphur. Cold-water slurris are
capable of being economically de-ashed - a process which
removed much of the nitrogen and sulphur compounds prior to
combustion.

- Although nuclear fuels are ideal substituerits for carbon
fuels iu this respect, there has been so much public anxiety
about nuclear power that national nuclear programmes remain
stalled in many countries.

PROPOSAL

It is proposed that the Commission commend the use of
natural gas and pre-combustion coal cleaning as leading to
cleaner carbon fuels. (Any recommendation made concerning
nuclear energy may be deferred until this question is directly
examined as a separate issue).

9.2 Reduce emissions and improve emission controls-

Reliable "off the shelf" technologies and devices already
exist for achieving a high degree of BOX and NO control
from nearly any source. Rapid strides contine to be made in
the reliability, efficiency and cost reduction of these
technologies. The Background Paper gives many detailed
examples. This strategy has policy instruments that fall into
three broad categories:

WCED:0003i/is/1l.06. 1985
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9.2.1 Technical standards

The first category depends on the use of technical
standards stipulating flue gas concentrations, fuel sulphur
contents, or the use of flue gas desuiphurization (FGD) at all
new coal-fired power stations. West German legislation and
certain EEC Directives (recently rejected) have attempted to
make detailed stipulations of this type for blanket adoption
over several countries. Agreements to use FGD at new
coal-fired power stations have already been made, but this is
because countries like the UK have no plans to introduce any
new installations of this type and, therefore, no action is
likely to be required to ensure compliance.

9.2.2 Emission goals

A second approach is to stipulate country emission goals
(similar to the EPA bubble' approach - see Background
Document) which express overall national reductions such as 30
per cent or more. It has already been possible to make at
least tacit agreement internationally to reduce emissions by 30
per cent, but this is because many countries can achieve the
goal without taking any action either because of economic
recession or because of the introduction of nuclear power. An
advantage of this type of approach is that it leaves the
detailed problems of compliance to be determined by individual
countries.

It ignores, however, the different patterns of energy use
which exist and differences in national opportunities for
reducing emissions. It cannot be expected that countries with
an entirely different economic structure and with different
Sources of energy supply will agree to identical emission goals
if this means that they will actud].ly need to take any action
and incur costs. Other EEC Directives recently attempted to
introduce a 40 per cent emission reduction for SO but were
rejected.

9.2.3 Emission licences (pollution currency)

A third approach bypasses any direct intervention in the
large number of specific technical measures required in
European countries by introducing a system of decentralized
management. This depends on the introduction of emission
licences which can be traded amongst polluters.

Countries, or possibly industry groups, would be
allocated a specific number of licences which defines the
amount of SO, or NOX they are allowed to emit over a

period. The main feature of the system is that these licences
can be bought and sold by polluters and a market will evolve.
This virtually guarantees that compliance is achieved in the
most efficient possible fashion; it would encourage use of the
most technically efficient options in the most economic
applications. No intervention in the large number of detailed
technical decisions would be required. The system could be
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extended within individual countries, but legislation used by
governments within their own areas of jurisdiction would not be
stipulated.

Although the approach has been seriously considered in
the USA for several years, no experience has been gained in its
actual operation. No recognition is given to the proximity of
polluters to environmentally sensitiveu areas; however.
modification could be introduced if a licensing system were
used to fully implement the co-ordinated abatement policies
envisaged in the Beijer Institute modelling programme (see
Section 10.1.3). A summary of the three approaches is given in
table 2.

Cone lus ion

The potential for using crude approaches based on
technical emission standards or blanket country-emission goals
has already been exhausted. If more effective measures are to
be implemented, then greater flexibility must be built-in, in
order to eliminate obstacles which are created by the system
itself and which have little to do with the actual objective of
dealing with acidification. In order to make further progress
any new measures must take account of:

different national patterns of fuel use and
proximity of emitters in relation to sensitive
areas.

The following phased approach to the introduction of European
emission licences is one possible way forward.

As an extension of the Geneva Convention, ECE countries
would agree to the formation of an Air Pollution Licensing
Council (APLC). All ECE countries would be represented and it
would be agreed that "licensing units" (LU) would be allocated
to individual countries and that national compliance would be
required. The general objectives of the APLC would be to
reduce air pollution in "the most effective possible fashion".

In the initial operating years a sufficient number of
licences would be allocated to require only slightly reduced
rates of emission. This would allow the system to operate on a
"practice" basis and make its setting up more readily
acceptable.

The whole package could be phased-in over a period of a

few years. It should go ahead more quickly than a new complex
package of technical controls or emission goals since these
will increasingly become bogged down in the negotiation of
special exceptions and exemption clauses needed to take account
of diverse local conditions.
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PROPOSAL

It is proposed that the Commission recommend a policy
study of the feasibility of rapidly implementing emission
licences to be carried out by UNECE.

9.2.4 Technology available for control options

Currently available technology for SO and NO
control is listed in Tables 3 and 4 below. Many of these can
be applied only in specific energy use sectors; for instance,
only in electricity generation or only in transport. Their
potential for reducing overall emissions in a particular
country will depend on the pattern of energy use which exists.
Their economic efficiency in reducing emi8sions (expressed as $
per torine of pollutant removed) depends on site-specific
conditions but estimates are given. It would be economically
inefficient to introduce relatively costly control options
unless opportunities for using cheaper alternatives had already
been exhausted.

In some countries the cheapest alternative may be FGD on
power stations, in others coal desuiphurization may be
preferable. Little generalization is possible without
reference to circumstances in individual local conditions.

Fuel cleaning techniques are relatively simple and well
established but their effectiveness depends on the physical
characteristics of the specific coals and crude oils which are
subject to treatment. The relative economic efficiency of
using these options, therefore, varies widely and this is
reflected in the broad range of costs shown in Table 3.

Considerable local difficulties would arise if these measures
Were adopted in all Eurcpean countries. Combustion
modification can be used for newly introduced installations and
could only have an effect on total emissions over a long
period. A wide variety of specific techniques can be used such
as fluidized bed combustion and dry limestone injection. It is
not possible to define abatement costs precisely since air
pollution control would add a relatively insignificant cost and
this is, therefore, an attractive option in the limited
applications which are relevant.

Information on NOx control suggests that the use of low
NOx burners at power stations and the introduction of NOx
control on vehicles would be relatively effective in reducing
emission and achievable at low cost. Further evaluation is
required however (see Table 4).

PROPOSAL

No specific proposal is recommended for consideration.
But the Commission may wish to note with satisfaction that
SOx emissions from electricity generation can, in many
countries, be reduced by 50 percent at a cost of between 3-6
percent on electricity to the consumer. Additionally. NOx,
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carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons from vehicles can be reduced
at manageable cost. A 90 percent emissions reduction from
gasoline engines and substantial diesel engine
emissions-reductions have been achieved in USA at a cost which
averages out at less than US dollars 150 a year for the whole
emissions-reduction programme.

Thus costs of a drastic source-reduction programme
although significant, are very far from crippling for any but
the very poorest of industrialized countries.

9.3 Economic Incentives

Mention has already been made of integrating
environmental costs into energy prices. Likewise, tax credits
or grants can be used to switch users away from coal or oil to
gas or to achieve improved building insulation or architectural
design for new structures. Generally speaking, it has been
found that the costs of reducing sulphur and nitrogen keep pace
with the environmental benefits of doing so.

9.4 Application to other World Regions-

Many large installations potentially emitting sulphur and
nitrogen e.g. electric power stations, smelters etc., are built
using development aid assistance. Although the World Bank
reviews all its projects for their environmental
appropriateness, this is not always the case with national
Development Aid Agencies.

PROPOSAL

It is proposed that any new energy producing or consuming
4rtallations should be reviewed for their efficiency in
reducing nitrogen and sulphur emissions. National Development
Aid Agencies should be urged to take appropriate measures to
ensure this.

Conclusion to Section 9

The institutional, legal and technical arrangements
available to manage the problem are adequate given the
political will to do so. They are also affordable.

10. Are the current arrangements for source abatement being
implemented fast enough?

Judging by the continuing acidification of lakes, soils
and forests in Europe, the answer is "no". More vigorous
governmental action needs to be channeled into support for the
excellent co-ordinating work already being done by UNECE. The
proposals made in Sections 8 and 9 above go some way to
suggesting items for accelerated action. There are however
other useful additional items which the Commission may wish to
consider, as follows below:
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10.1. Improving the information base on acidification

10.1.1 Emissions Inventory

Reporting procedures for the return of consumption,
import and export statistics, nitrogen and sulphur contents of
carbon fuels to the UNECE should be reviewed in the light of
the special requirements of the EMEP.

PROPOSAL

It is proposed that consideration be given to reviewing
the reporting procedures for sulphur and nitrogen contents,
import, export and consumption data on carbon fuels by
governments to UNECE in the light of the special requirements
of EMEP.

10.1.2 Applications to other World Regions

Where such inventories do not exist, desk-study
"attempts" to set them up in NICe would help to focus on data
needs and how to collect them.

10.1.3 Co-ordinated policy development

Co-ordinated policy development is a slow process. It
will take several years to develop and to appreciate the full
implications of control policies. Thus the sooner policy
development starts, the easier it will be to formulate agreed
abatement strategies. Two initiatives briefly referred to here
tare of special interest. The international Institute of
Applied Systems Analysis (Vienna) is developing an "accounting"
model. This can convert emissions and deposition data obtained
.yia EMEP into European pail H maps. This then will enable the
effects of any abatement policy proposals made under the UNECE
Convention to be predicted. For example the effects of
implementing the results of the abatement actions carried out
under the "Thirty Percent Club" can be predicted.

The other initiative is being undertaken by the
International Institute for Energy and Human Ecology - Beijer
Institute - Stockholm and its Centre for Resource Assessment
and Management in York - U.K. This is a modelling programme
involving an environmental and economic study designed to
identify the abatement policies which would be required at
national level in order to reduce depositions in
environmentally sensitive areas at minimum total cost to the
European Region. This will also use deposition data obtained
from EMEP. Several alternative solutions will be available,
depending on the constraints present in political
implementation by various governments. The emissions
optimization strategy will serve as a useful guide to
longer-term pan - European emission policy development by UNECE.
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PROPOSAL

It is proposed that programmes such as those being
undertaken by the International Institutes at Vienna. Stockholm
and York on co-ordinated policy development be endorsed and
encouraged to grow in tandem with technical and scientific
research on acidification (not following on after it). This
recognizes the fact that acceptable co-ordinated policy
development takes several years to become mature.

10.1.4 Co-ordinated policy development in other world
regions

This type of work is probably premature for other World
regions, but nevertheless the feasibility of starting it could
be assessed.

1].. Institutional issues,.

Section 5.1 drew attention to problems that arise when
individual institutions have responsibility for energy
production in different sectors of the energy economy. It is
often the case that a national electrical utility will be given
terms of reference requiring it to produce electricity at the
cheapest price possible, with due regard to human safety, but
not environmental safety.

Or a coal company can ignore the environmental
implications of coal use, without which gas is an expensive
-(though environmentally cleaner) alternative. In fact there
are numerous examples where energy production, particularly of
carbon fuels have no sound relation to the environmental
:tmpacts of energy use. This indicates that governments
tesonsible for drawing up the terms of reference for national
energy agencies and for the legislation governing the modus
operandi of the private sector energy agencies must make
allowance for the environmental dimensions of energy
consumption particularly with regard to pricing policy. This
relates to considerations in section 9.1.1 above.

PROPOSAL

It is proposed that the Commission recommends that
national governments should re-examine the terms of reference
laid down for national energy agencies and the legislation
controlling the operation of private sector agencies, with a
view to ensuring that due regard is paid to the costs of
environmental impacts in setting production procedures and
pricing policies for energy.
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Fig 1. Isolines of Average Annual Total Deposition of Sulphur (expressed
as grams Sulphur/square metre of ground/year and based on the period
October 1978 - September 1982. Maxima are shown as boxed numbers, in
the same units).

Redrawn from EMEP/MSC-W Report 1/85.
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Table 1: calculated European sulphur budget for

Unit: 1O3 tonnes of sulphur per annum.

Depositions from emitter countries are

receiver countries in horizontal rows
Total estimated deposition is given as

a 4-year period starting 1 October 1978.

Assumed emissions are given in Table 2.

given in vertical columns, depositions to

IND signifies indeterminate wet depositions.
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TABLE 2. Policy Instruments

Instruments

Technical emission
standards

Emission goals

Subject of Control

Individual combustion
installations or fuel
types

Individual nations.
or possibly industry
groups

Special requirements

All standards would
require a complex
system of dispenaton
to deal with special
local circumstances.
Additional controls
may be required to
prevent more inten-
sive use of emission
sources not covered by
emission standards

Flexibility may be
required in agreed
goals because of
uncertain future
economic growth and
energy use. Pro-
vision will be re-
quired for differ-
ential country
emission goals
because of differences
in patterns of energy
use.

Advantages/Disadvantages

*Use of FGD on new power
station has already been
agreed internationally.

*Lack of flexibility in
any effective set of
standards.

*Economic inefficiency.

*No recognition of targeting
in relation to sensitive
areas.

*30 per cent reduction
already widely agreed.

*Lack of flexibility pro-
hibits more stringent
common goals.

*No recognition of targeting
in relation to sensitive
areas

/cont Inued



TABLE 2. policy Instruments (continued)

Instruments Subject of Control Special requirements Advantages/Disadvantages

*Inertia in setting up
new institutions

*potentjal occurence of
speculative markets for
1 icences

*No recognition ot
targeting in relation
to sensitive areas

Tradeable licences Individual nations Flexibility is built
in but new institu-
tions are required



TABLE 3. Control otiona for BOX (adapted from UNECE (1982))

Specific FGD technique
used
Size of combustion plant

already in existence for
grading or other market
purposes

Oil desulphuri-
cation

80 - 90 as above 250 - 1.000 (i) Quality of crude
(ii) Specific technique used

Combustion
modification

50 - 90 New boilers (undefined) (i) Size of boiler
(ii) Specific combustion

technique used

FGD 85 - 95 Electricity generation.
district heating.
industry

225 - 600 (i) Load factor of power plaii
(ii) Remaining years of earvic

for retrofitted plant

Technique Removal Applicability Economic efficiency Principal determinants
efficiency ($ per tonne BOX of cost variations

(') removed)

Physical coal 10 - 40 Electricity generation. 0 - 900 Ci) Coal quality
cleaning district heating. (ii) Per cent reject

industry (iii) Level of cleaning
(iv) Type of coal processing



TABLE 4. Control otione for NOr (adapted from 1IMSO (198.))

Low NOr burners 30 Electricity generation
district heating.
industry

FGD 80 as above (not available)

Exhaust gas recircula- Vehicles (not available)
t ion

Lean burn engines as above (not available)

Catalysts - as above (not available)

(not available)

Technique Removal Applicability Economic efficiency
efficiency ($ per tonne NOr

(') removed)



TABLE S. Control options for NO1 (adapted froM HMSO (1984))

Low Nor burners 30 Electricity generation
district heating.
I ndu a try

FGD <80 as above (not available)

Exhaust gas recircula- Vehicles (not available)
tion

Lean burn engines as above (not available)

Catalysts - as above (not available)

W/lOOg/sr

(not available)

Technique Removal Applicability Economic efficiency
efficiency ($ per tonne NO1

(%) removed)
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PREFACE

This background paper reviews the acid rain issue from the

international perspective. It explores the current state of

knowledge of the mechanisms and effects of acid deposition and

related air pollution, and discusses the technologies and

methods available for reducing emissions of the principal

pollutants concerned, as well as their costs. It seeks to

define some of the main economic issues involved in acid rain

control, and finally discusses some conclusions of particular

relevance to the work of the World Commission on Environment

and Development.

While the paper is presented by the author in his personal

capacity, his involvement in the substantial past and present

work in areas related to this topic in the Organization for

Economic Co-operation and Development has provided a valuable

source of information and insight. In addition to OECD

published work, the paper draws upon a number of major reports

issued by public and private bodies, nationally and

internationally, over the past few years. and attempts to

provide as up to date as possible a picture of the science.

economics and politics of acid rain.
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ACID RAIN AND AIR POLLUTION
A PROBLEM OF INOIJSTRIALISRTION

(*)

IAN '1. TORRENS

I. IHTROOIJCTIOH

fc / d/ (' I ' c cu d c /.e , ( n ' I,' c' /,q h,y u/phw1 / c cc / £J
wh /ch ,7.y f'ov cccl " Eh c./1t /c,7 cf
cc:pcind dcespcv / t /c bti' / ( !7,q c7/C h c7/d /17
cnufcc ( w /179 ' cwm L?,q a cc /d, cnd /n ccwn iig p i'cc

e ? C / / x e i7 e by ,7 / (P / C JC / d d b,g cc / d f' c
e /Ci7 ? / ((1/' ." '(ce

This quotation, taken from a book by R,A,Smith, General

Inspector of Alkali l4orks for the British Government, pubHshed in

18?2 (1), shows that acidification of the environment is not a new

concern Smith observed that where rain contained more than 40

parts per mi I lion of sulphuric acid it prevented the growth of

vegetation, damaged buildings, rusted metals, rotted blinds and

faded colours in prints and dyed goods. Though he urns concerned

with local pollution and unaware of the long-range effects of

acidic compounds transported by the atmosphere, his study is

surprisingly topical given present day concerns in many countries

about the effects of acid rain and air pol lut ion general ly

Today, the sources of the air pot lut ion, and the proport ions

of di fferent pot lutants emitted, are somewhat di fferent taller

oh i mnneys have ensured that these po I I ut ants t rave I greater

distances before returning to earth, different living patterns and

environmental protect ion measures taken to combat poi lut ion have

reduced some of the damage observed by Smith, 8ut new concerns

have arisen new types of damage, especial ly through long-range

(*) The views expressed in this paper are those of the

author in his persona I capacity and do riot necessarily

represent. t hose of the UECO or i: f I ts Member count r
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transport of pollutant e have come to the fore the ub qu tous

motor uch ole has emerged , maj or source of pci I ut on. and the

prob em ha., moved i nt o the nt ernot I ona arena.

rI. A PRO8LEII FOR FlSH3 FORESTS, - AND HEROS OF GOUERNTIEHTI

The term "acid rain" (or more correctly "acid deposition"

which includes both wet and dry forms) held little meaning except

for scientists special icing in environmental matters and come

frustrated fishermen in Scandinavian countries, unt I the past

decade. Its political prominence rose over a relatively few years

to the point where it is now an issue for the attention of the

highest Ievel of government in many countries, particularly in

Europe and North America,

Why this sudden fame - or infamy? The explanation is quite

complex but has to do principally with the fact that acid rain has

important tranefront icr effects, and therefore internat lanai

political impiications and with the fairly recent discovery during

the first half of the present decade of severe and accelerating

damage to the forests of central Europe (of which acid rain is

probably one of a number of causes, as indicated later in this

paper).

Acid rain and related air pal lution problems now obtain

regular news media coverage; they provide the central theme., for

many scient i f ic and economic conferences and meet ings and are on

I mport ant component of I nnumerab I e others. They ore a I so on the

political agenda whenever environment ministers come together in

various international fora, Recently they received the attention

of the heads of government of the European Community and of the

seven major indutrioI iced countries economic summit meeting held

in Bonn in hay 1985.

There are indications that acid rain 'jj ill cont i nue to occupy a

prominent position on the political agenda of the reqions princip-

a I I y of fect ed, and that it 'u I I I come to greater prom i nerce ri ome

count r I cc and req I c'ns inhere awareness of the a I r' p I ut on

problematique is still at on earlier stage in it. e&ju:luti':in - among

these the newly I ndu:tr i aIls rig req on, of the '.uor Id

I / T(T'i à.A P:4fl P:rr / i



I4hat precisely are the problems - scientific and economic -

ossoc i at ed w it h ac i d ra n? Uhy has such ar nt er po t ca I

debate deve I oped around the ac d ra n ssue? And what can be done

to contribute to a solut ion to the air p01 lut ion problems involved?

These ore quest ions which this paper will attempt to answer in the

Sections to follow, The responses may however be foreshadowed by

a very brief definition of the views of the main protagonists in

the ongoing political debate) which can provide a useful backdrop

to the more detailed explanation of the state of knowledge and of

the issues involved,

The Key_Question,

The main question which policymakers must ask is the

following: In the light of the cost, of reducing air pollution and

the benefits thi, might yield) should action be taken; and if so

what) and to what extent? A rather polarised version of the two

main sets of views which have been expressed might read

approximately as fol lows:

In favour of action

- Uhite we do not yet know al.l the answers1 serious

environmental and economic damage is clearly being

Incurred;

- Thi, damage may tuel I be accumulat ive, so that past air

pollution may be reflected in future damage;

- Some of the damage may turn out to be virtually

irreversible;

- It ui II take years, in come cases even decades, to

answer the main questions fully.;

- Ue have the technological capability to achieve large

reductions in emissions of the air pollutants involved at

a cost which i.s in most cases economical ly acceptable;

- Even if we act now it will take up to a decade before a

control programme yields its ful I results !n reduced

emissions, so there is no time to waste.

In favour f delay

Sc i ent. if i c research i s mak i ng rap iii pr'oqress in

prov di fli9 some answers to the i mport ant quest

- 1aI or' research proqrammes i n a number f count r' i cc cart be

expected t. o ach eve furt her progress n know I edge over

I .M. Torr?ris / WOED A.oid Rain Paper / tune 1, 1 9 5
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the next few years;

The past decade ha een . gn f cant reduct I on in the

emiion ot major air POI utant: in many indutril i.ed

countri ee,

- The cot of reducing air pal l.itant emiion further are

re at i ye I y I arge, and there i no proof that the bene fit

of a control programme ui II be 03 Iarge

- Hew technologiec for control of emiions which are

con&derably lee co3tly than thoce pre3ently oval able

may be developed over the. next decade or two

- Con3equent I y it 'uou I d be uriw I e to take expene i ye and

prec I p itou3 act I on uh I ch may be ehown by furt her re.'earch

to have been unneceary or inappropriate.

Further complexities are added by the tranfrontier a3pecte of

acid rain. Air pollution originating in one country can and often

doe3 oaue environmental damage in another, and while there may be

moral and political preseure on the country of origin of the

pollutant3 to take action to reduce thi. tranefrontier pollution,

there ic ac yet no international legal obetacle to euch practicee.

Now did euch 'controverey come about? The next Sect ion reviewe

the hietorical volution of the acid rain ieue from the 1950'e to

the precent day. Figure 1 contoine a 3chematic iiew of the

probleme and the poeeible colutione, with particular emphaei3 on

the economic implicatione,

til JHE ACIO RAIN l'SSIJE YESTERDAY RHO TODAY

During the 1950'e and 196O' a network of tatione for

meacuring the chemical compoeltion of precipitation in Europe

obeerved that t hi . prec p it at i on at many of t hece .t at I one

woebecom I ng more acidic, Th I obeervat ion ua aoc at ed with the

acidi ficat ion of the water in river: and lakee in Scandinavia,

where in many p1 acee the f i .h popu I at I on had di eappeared,

In 1972 the Organ at on for Ec':'nom Ic Ocogerat on and

Ocue I opment (IJECO) I aunched a "C::perat cc Techn I CO I Pr':gramme to

r1aure the Lc'nq-Range Tranprrt cit A I r Pc I I Ut ant . (LATAP) " ui t h

the ob ect I ye of det rm In I ng "the re I at I ye importance of local and

I .M. T':;'rrens / WOED Acid Rain Paper / tune 1, 1 935
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d t ant ource of u I phur cornpound n t rcnt of the r contr but i on
to the air pcil lut ion over a region, special attent ion beinq paid to
the quest ion of acidity in atmo,pheric precipi tat ion" The ftudy
'u03 completed in 19?? and the flnding have been pubi ihed (2)
The programme confirmed that sulphur compounds do travel long

dj,,tanc in the atmo3phere, and showed that the air qual ity in any
one European country i3 meaeurbly affected by einiion fr'm other
European countr Ice.

It uce apparent from thie OECO etudy that the long-range
traneport of air pol lutante in Europe concerned the whole region
and not juet the OECO Member countrice. This led the united
Hatione Economic Commieeion for Europe (IJHECE) to eetablih in 1977
the "Cooperative Programme for Monitoring and Evaluation of the
Long-Range Tranemieion of Rir Pol lutante in Europe (EMEP), and to
deve I op a Convent on on Long-Range Trcineboundary A I r Po I I ut i on.

Thie Convention wac signed in 1979 by 34 countriec and entered into
force in March 1983, Partiec to the Convention undertook to "limit
and, as far as possible, gradually reduce and prevent air pollution
including long-range traneboundary air pal lut ion".

In North America, growing awareness of the important impacts
of acid precipitaflon began in the inid-1970's. The Canadian
Network for Sampling Precipitation began in 1976 the National
Atmospheric Oepoeition Program was started in the USA in 1978, The

data from these programmes showed that about two-thirds of the
total land area of North America receives acid precipitation. Re a
result of these studies the governments of Canada and the United
Stat in 1980 signed a Memorandum of Intent to develop a bilateral
agreement on traneboundary air pollution including "the already
serious problem of acid rain".

The past few years have seen initiatives by the government; of
the Hordic countries, Canada and the Federal Republic of Germany to
bring Ministers responsible for the environment together at major
Con ferences w it h a '. 1 ew to g I v i nq a new po I it I ca I I mpet us to the
control of acidi fying emi:sions, In the first instance, the 1982
St ockho I m Con ference on Ac i di f I cat i on of the Enu I rcnment prov i ded a
":t at e-o f-t he-art " expert s ' report on hat ujas then known bout

Id If I cat on, nd deve I ':iped ' et of pc I cq coric I I ':n for ct I on
to reduce it.

I.M. T:'rrns WCED Aid Rain Paper ,/ Jifl 1, 1 955



Fo 1 owl rig this, the Hord Ic countr ice developed a prclpoea for

the f I ret meet ng of the IJMECE Execut I ye cidy for' the Convent on on

Long-Range Traneboundary A r Po 1 ut on he I d n June 1 963 The I r

proposal ca I ed for part I cc to the Convent on to agree to reduce

national emissions of sulphur dioxide by at least 30 per cent by

1993, using 1960 levels as a reference. ThIs proposal was

supported by a number of other IJHECE countries,, and the group

became informally known as the "Thirty Percent Club".

In March 1984, the Canadian government invited all IJHECE

countries who accepted the Hordic präposal to a Ministerial level

Conference in Ottawa., in order to provide added impetus. Again,

several additional countries joined the "Thirty Percent 'Club" on

that occasion.

The government of the Federal Repubi ic of Germany then invited

Ministers of oH countries who 'uere parties' to the Convention to a

Multilateral Conference on the Environment in June 1984. This Con-

ference recommended to the Executive Body, /i7t, 7//c,, that an

agreement on a specific reduction in sulphur emissions should be

negotiated in the UHECE under the auspices of the Convention,

The Executive Body, at its second meeting in September 1964,

set up a Working Group charged with negotiating a Protocol on

specific sulphur emission reductions. The Working Group completed

its task in the form of a draft Protocol which 'ui II be submitted to

the third meeting of the Executive Body, to be held in Helsinki in

July 1985. 8y May 1965, a total of 21 countries had "joined the

Thirty Percent Club" by indicating their 'iii II ingnecs to achieve the

stated reduct i on I n su I phur em ice I one,, or i n the i r t ransbouridary

fluxes, This provides an indication of the number of countries

expected to sign the Protocol in .July 1965.

IV. ACID BRIM RHO AIR POLLIJIION: CLERRIMG LIP SOME CONFIJSIOM

The term 'ac i d ra I n" has become short hand for a w i den i ng range

':f perceived er,v i ronmenta I prob I ems stemming from air poll ut ion,

arid in common i; I th mcrnq such over-si np Ii cat ions, its use (or m

use,;' often leads to inaccuracies and ocinfus Ion. This car, be quite

count er-product i ye i r a f I I d where the cornp I cx it I cc render' the

I.M. Torr'ns / WCED Acid Rthri P'apr ,' June 1, 1 ç5
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most knowledgeable attempt to describe the causes and effects
fraught iv th uncertainty

It would be advisable, therefore, to set the bof.Jnds as clearly
as possible from the outset in fact, acid rain is only one aspect
of a wider set of environmental problems which owe their origin, in

whole or in part, to the range of air pci lutants emitted by various
industrial or other economic activities. The more correct form for
acid rain is acid deposition, which includes both wet and dry
forms But in order to understand betterS the effects of acid
deposition, and to take measures to remedy them, we need to widen
our horizons still further to consider air pci lut ion more

general Iy since come of the effects seem to be related to the
quality of the airshed rather than to particular substances which
are deposited in a specific place.

The, major air pal lutants implicated in the types of phenomenon
attributed in whole or in part to acid deposit ion are sulphur
oxides (SOs), mainly sulphur dioxide (S02); nitrogen oxides (MO:);
hydrocarbons (NC), also sometimes described by a number of other
terms such as volatile organic compounds (UOC), and particulate
matter (P11). These pollutants are emitted in various proportions
from both stat i onary sources and vehicles. The stat i onOry sources
responsible are essentially power plants, industry, and residential
or commercial bul Idings 11oct of the emissions arise from the
combustion of fosi I fuels - coal, oil and gas - though in come
countries there is a substantial contribution from ore smelting.

The pol lutants emitted are subject to interaction with each
other and with other atmospheric substances, For example,
atmospheric ozone - one of a range of photocheimical oxidants - is
formed by interaction of HO and HC in the presence of sunlight,
and hoc been implicated in photochesnicai smog as well as in damage
to plants and trees. Atmospheric pci lutants can travel
considerable distances (up to and comet imes more than a thousand
ki lometres) depending on the condit ions of their emission and on
ci i mat i c fact ors Thus ac i d depos it i an i n any one I coat i on may be
the resu It of em i :3 ')fl5 over a very I arge area, espec i a I I y if
averaged over a I engt hy t i me per i ad F I gure 2 :hoius the anriva I

mean .,u I phur depoc it i on (both wet and dry) over cant I nent. a I Europe
Annex I cant a I nc some f.i gurec from a comput er mode I wh i oh

Illustrate on an mdi '...iduci cmi tt ing and receiving country basis

I.M. Trrens WCED Acid Rain Paper / urie 1, 185



FIGURE 2

SULPHUR DEPOSITION IN EUROPE
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the t rane front i cr t raneport t f :tj phur compouridc

1ore recently another pot Iutant ammoniurn (NH4), hac been

impi bated by come cc lent icte in the typee of damage attributed to
I d depoc it on, part I cu I ar I y to veget at I on. An mport. ant eource

of thie be exceecive uce of ferti I ieere in agriculture.

8ecause of the range of courcee and the complexitiec of the
atmoepheric proceccee and the effecte foHowing depocition, any

.ctrategiee to addrecc the probleme of air po1 ut on need to be

developed with the objective of cbvering all courcee of thece
pol lutante - both etationary and mobile

V. A PROSLEI1 OF THE INDUSTRIAL ERR

There was in recent yeare come controverey about the real
causes of acidification of the environment, and more specificallj
the respective role of natural and man-made emissions of sulphur
and nitrogen compounds in the effects attributed to acid
deposition. A careful examination of the evidence has largely
removed any doubt that the activities of industrial iced honto

sapiens bear the prime responsibility in at I but very isolated
Cases in both geographic terms and over time,

easuements of acidity in preserved snow have shown that
Ievel.s of acid deposit ion iuere much lower before the industrial
revolution come two centuries ago. In fact, the precipitation In
previous ages was general ly lower in acidity than the present
background average in remote parts of the world) only reaching this
average in years when it was affected by volcanic erupt ions,
Further evidence comes from examining the sediment of fake beds,
and I nd i cat cc that the ac i d it y of .Swed i sh I akes, jih I oh had been
stable at close to neutral since the act ice age, increased t

hundredfrj I d dur rig the I act seuera I decades,

Globally, about 61) percent of total cut phur em i cci one are
man-made Houever, the bu k o f man-made em I cc i one occurs n

I .M. Tcrrms ,1 WORD Acid Rain Pztp'r / iun 1, 1 ç5



ndust r a I sed reg i ons cover ng I ese than 5 percent of the earth'

surface: Europe, Eastern North America, China and Japan - and they

account for more than 90 percent of total sulphur emissions in

these areas.

Consequently, any problems of the natural or man-made

environment attributable to acidification are likely to respond to

efforts to reduce man-made emissions of the responsible substances,

and there i.s little danger, except in isolated circumstances, that

nature will take over the polluting role.

VI. AIR POLLUTION IRENOS IN INOUSTRIALISED COUNTRIES

Between Jorld .Jar II and the late 1960's, the process of

industrial isat ion with little attention given to protect ion of the

environment caused a fairly clear increasing trend in the gaseous

air pollutants. Increasing consciousness of health and environ-

mental risks led to control measures being taken in a number of

countries during the 1970's and up to the present1 which were

reflected in a slowing down of the increase in emissions, and in

some cases in a acti.ial decrease. These measures to some extent

decoupled pollutant emission trends from economic growth trends - a

decoupling which is necessary if conflict, between growth and a

healthy environment are to be avoided or at least minimised,

Some examples may be cited, The OECO has recently issued a

new report on the state of the environment together with a

Compendium of Environmental Informat ion for OECO countries on a

comparable basis (3), This Compendium contains in particular some

detailed information on trends in emissions of sulphur and nitrogen

oxides in OECO countries since 1970. Figure 3, extracted from the

Compendium, illustrate, the trends in sulphur and nitrogen oxide

emissions in the USA, Japan and France, comparing them with trends

in GOP and in total fossi I fuel requirements. Al I major

industrialised countries have experienced a signi ficant decoupl rig

of total energy requirements (as diet inct from simply fossi I fuel

requ i rements) from econom i c growth s i nce the I arge i ncrease i n o i

prices occurred in 1973, as illustrated by Figure 4.
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The curves of Figure 3 chow that come degree of further

decoupling of emissions of sulphur oxides from total fossi I fuel

use t o:k p ace I n a I I three count r i es dep i ct ed here cver the per od

since 1970, but that this decoupl ing was much more pronounced in

Japan than in other countries.1 as a consequence of very strict

environmental standards promulgated in Japan during the early

1970's, The corresponding curves for nitrogen oxides show that for

the IJSA and France (and for a number of other industrial iced

countries) the emissions of NOX have stayed in line with, or even

grown somewhat relat lye to total fossi I fuel requirements In

Japan, once again as a consequence of a vigorous control programme,

nitrogn oxide emissions have been significantly reduced relative

to fossi I fuel consumpt ion.

These are of course total nat I ona I emissions In order to

develop strategies to reduce them it is necessary to have a

breakdown among the principal sources. Figure 5 (a) and (b) show

such a breakdown for sulphur and nitrogen oxides for the United

States, It can be seen from Figure 5(a) that while SOX emissions

from coal-fired power plants have dccl med somewhat since 1970,

they still occupied 62 percent of total emissions of this pollutant

in 1982, and the major part of the total reduction of 26 percent in

national SOX emissions over this period can be attributed to

combuet i on of other fue I c (pr i no I pa I I y because of regu I at i ons

limiting sulphur content of oil products). For thi, reason

coal-fired power plants would be a major part of any strategy aimed

at further substantial reduction of sulphur emissions in the IJSR,

Figure 5(b) shows that the transportation sector is the

largest single source of NOX emissions, but that once again

coal-fired power plants are responsible for a quarter of the total

emissions. These two sectors would therefore be prime targets for

any HOX em i cc i on reduct i on strategy.

There are of course variations in the patterns and trends of

emissions from one country to another, and these are shown in the

detailed figures given in Annex 1 for .SOX and HOX emissions from

:elected OECD countries for the period 1965-1963. The :ime Annex

I .M. Tc.rrens / WCED Acid Rain Paper 1 June 2, 1
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also shows trends in consumpt ion of the different primary energy

sources by OECD countries and regions for the period 19?3-1933.

VII. WHAT 00 WE KNOW ABOIJT FICID RAIN?

We do know that what goes up must come downl The precise form

and the precise location are still subject to some uncertainties,

but the very considerable amount of research which has been devoted

to the science of atmospheric transport and deposition in recent

years has begun to narrow the uncertainty For example) we now

know that:

Jith regard to deposition in general

- In Western Europe and Eastern North America, acid

deposition is about two-thirds sulphur and one-third

nitrogen compounds

- A substantial part of nitrate deposition is neutral iced

by plants, so sulphur compounds provide about four-fifths

of acidifying deposition;

- However, in winter, when plant growth is halted, nitrates

contribute more to total deposit ion, and in mountainous

regions in particular, they contribute more to the "acid

shock" following springtime snowmelt;

- Accurate estimates of how much deposition at a

particular location stems from emissions from specific

sources ( the "source-receptor relationship") are not yet

avai table;

With regard to sulphur deposition:

- Dry deposition) predominantly as 902, is a substantial

part of tot a I su I phur depos it i on, and i s propc'rt i ona I to

the level of 902 emissions;
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- Uet sulphur deposit ion, mainly as sulphuric acid, is

proport I anal t a 302 ffl j :35 ifl5 fl Qfl ),3pr
I reg I ona I

basi.s for Eastern tiorth America

Over Europe as a whole, deposition rates are not iriearly

proportional to 902 emission changes, though linearity (5

found over ma I Icr areas

Dry deposited 902 on lying ecosystems is transfomed

rapidly to sulphate, so that the majority of sulphur

deposition on these systems shows a linear relationship

with emiseions

Dry deposition dUe to emissions from a particular source

are greater than wet depos it I on due to the same source

near the source (sometimes up to 12:1 in areas of high

pollutant concentrations), becoming less than wet

deposition beyond sonic 300 kni;

- (4et deposition of sulphate aerosol is of most

signi ficance in areas of high rainfall far from emission

sources, at distances of between about 500 and eOO km in

prevailing wind directions;

- Recent work has found extremely high deposition from

clouds onto forested mountain areas they rest upon

pith regard to nitrogen deposition:

- N04 and its compounds do not travel as far in the

atmosphere as sulphur compounds, and consequently more is

dry-deposi teds

- This is confirmed by the fact that whereas oxidat ion of

NO to nitrate is faster than oxidation of 302 to

sulphate, little particulate nitrate is detected in the

at mosphere

Although the proportion of nitric acid in precipitation

has been increasing over the past decade or two in

response to increased N0 emissions in a number of

countries, the proportionality 'of dry deposition of

nitrogen compounds to the amount of IWX emissions is less

clearly established than for sulphur;

- The re I at ye ranges of wet versus dry depos it I on of

I.Iv!. Tcrrens / WCED Acid Pztin Paper / june 2, 1935
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it rogen compounds are not as we I I underst cod as for

I phur compounds because of the greater comp I cx it y of

t'IOX transformations in the atmosphere;

- The deposition rate of ammonium compounds arising mainly

from volati I isation of ammonia from arabIc sol Is has

increased parallel to the Use of nitrogen ferti isers in

agriculture.

VIII. EFFECTS OF ACID OEPOSITION AND RELATED AIR POLLUTION

Acid rain, and/or air pollution in more general terms, is

suspected of affecting lake ecosystems, crops and plants, forests,

nan-made materials, and human health. The fol lowing suinmarises the

effects as presently understood,

1 On Aquat ic Ecos,tetns,

Uideepread loss of fish populations has been reported for

sensitive lakes in Scandinavia and Eastern North America;

- The sensitivity of waters depends, as well as on pH, on

their alkalinity (or bicarbonate concentrat ion), which

determines their acid neutral ising capacit ies;

The type of vegetation and the nature and depth of .soiIs

are also important in determining effects on waters,

because they interact with deposited substances before

they reach the waters;

- Short-term et.jent s, n part i cu I ar the 'ac i d shock" ca'.ised

by spr i ngt I me snow-me It, may p I ciy an i mport ant ro I e i n

the damage to fish populations;

The association of aluminium peaks with acid events in

lakes and streams suggests that aluminium toxicity may be

a factor in fish population decline;

- Also, calcium is less common in low pH water, and this

can cause sometime, fatal imbalances in fish;

- There is uncertainty as to the time it wo'. I d take a ake

to adj ust to a change in acid deposit on rate, rangIng

from a few year's to a number of decades,
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On Crops and Plcnts

- Studies to date give itt Ic reoeon for concerns about the

effects of acid deposit ion alone on agricultural crops;

i nd rect damage t hrough ac i d if i cat I on of so i s usijal I y

mitigated by the practice of I iming the land for many

crops;

- Ozone and other photochemical oxidante have been

demonstrated to cauce significant crop damage;

- There are questions about effects on soi Is particularly

their cumulative abi I ity to absorb culphate ions over a

lengthy period and the effects on the eoi 'e reserves of

calcium and magnesium;

- Sulphur compounds can have a direct impact on plant

foliage and stems r an indirect impact via the root

environment; at lower concentrat ions than are associated

withvisible injuryj sulphur deposition may limit plant

growth and otherwise affect the health of vegetation;

- Noct nitrate deposited is disposed of by the plants, but

come studies point to increased nitrate leaching as a

resultof increased deposition;

- Interactions between sulphur and nitrogen compound.s and

other pal lutante such as ozone or heavy metals can lower

the resistance of vegetation to other environmental

stresses such as drought or disease.

n Forests

There has been serious and increasing damage to forests

in the Federal Republic of Germany and other European

countries (Switzerland, Austria, Eastern France.

Czechoslovakia) in the pact several years;

- Growth declines, as evidenced by tree ring spacing, have

affected a number of tree species in parts of Eastern

Horth America; a reduction in the growth of red :pruce in

Uermont and Hew Hampshire (IJSA) over the past two decades

has been observed; more recently there has been

extensive dec line and death in red spruce in these states

as I as some n lew York and liort h Caro I i

Scientists agree that air pcd ut ion p1iys a significant

role in forest dccli re but do riot knrw the extent of the

damage due to ac I d depos It on, ozone or t race et a I



Ozone has we I I -documented effects on forests
- Acid deposition and other air pollution Can affect both

the leaves (or needles) and the roots of trees (via the
:301 I);

- The fol lage of coni ferous forests in part icular has a

high aerosol-capturing capacity, thus they receive more
acid deposition than non-forested land;

- Though forest soi Is are general iy acidic, they contain
relatively weak organic acids, by contrast to the strong
mineral acid contribut ion' coming from deposit ion;

- Ilôbi I isat ion of aluminium and heavy metals is of especial
concern; the pH of forest soils in temperate regions is
often at a level where an additional small pH decrease
can cause a rapid increase in the mobility of certain of
these toxic metals;

- In the Federal Republic of Germany "die-back" of
spruce has been associated with deterioration of fine
feeder roots in soils with high concentrations of
mobil iced aluminium and heavy metals;

- Leaching of calcium, magnesium and potassium from forest
eo Is through acid deposition may lead to a long-term
decrease in their fertility;

- Nitrogen deposition, in the form of nitrate and ammoniutn,
is ten times greater in many European forests than would
be expected in the absence of air pollution. This
nitrogen may be providing temperate forests with
excessive nitrogen which., uhi Is speeding up growth, may

stresses;
- Concerns have been expressed about depos it I on of ammon urn

on forests situated in regions where intensive
agriculture is practised;
There is increasing concern that acidification of forest
.soi Is may occur in several stages, with visible damage to
trees becoming evident relatively suddenly in the final
stage after many years of acid deposition.

On llaterials

Su I phur ccirnpounids are corros i ye to i mest one, marb I e and
sandstone structures, forming 9ypum which dissolves
easily in water;
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- Corrocion alco affecte metal I ic tructur'e. principally
those made of alvaniced and painted telc;

- Hitric acid i part icularly damaging to metals., forming
highly coluble trate.s;

- The corrosive action of acidifying compounds is a mostly
local phenomenon as distinct from being a consequence of
I ong-ronge transport

- Of especial economic and cuItura importance are
historical monuments, which are irreplaceable and whose
value cannot be estimated;

- Atmospheric ozone dcimage paint. and plastics, and

reduces the durabi ity of rubber

On Human Health

- Concern centres mainly on indirect impacts, through
contamination of fish by increasing their mercury
content, and through heavy metal. contamin'2t ion of
drinking water;

- Acidification of groundwater used for drinking purposes
can lead to mobil isat ion of metals, principally lead,
cadmium and copper from piping used, and aluminium from
the coil;

- Ozone is strongly suspected of harming human health.

On Uisibility

- Sulphates in the atmosphere contribute to reduction in
viibi I ity, through haze, particularly in regions of
long-lasting stable temperature distribution and high
relative humidity.

IX. PIJL I CY CONCERMS RHO FACTORS AFFECT (HG DEC S I OHS

The principal uncertainty) as Section VIII. has underl ned,
lies in the quant i fioat ion of the damage to the various parts of
the env i rc'nment uh i oh can be attributed to a given amount of acid
deposition or a q i yen exposure to air pot I'.tarits, This is the
o-ca I ed "doe-reponse prob etn',

And if there is uncerta I rity as to uihat has happened in the
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past or what is happening at present in the form of damage, there
is ever greater uncertainty about the future. One of the most
cr it i ca I fact ors I s whet her or not the damage I s cumu at I ye, I

what tue observe now (e.g. in forest damage) the true extent of the
effects of pact and present levels of air pollution on the
environment, or is latent damage accumulating in other regions and
to a greater extent than is presently recognised? For example)
does the discovery of declines in growth of come tree species in
Eastern North America foreshadow the came type of forest damage
which has been found in extensive areas of Europe?

The response of the environment to measures taken to reduce
air pol ut ion also depends on whether or not these effects are
cumulative.. One can easily imagine a situation where several
years, and in some cases decades, might have to elapse before the
benefits of policy action manifest themselves in the recovery of
some of the affected ecosystems. This may mean that the
industrial iced countries have to face the prospect of paying to
reduce pollutant emissions and paying the costs of environmental
damage simultaneously for a period of years or in sonic cases
decades.

The policy debate in industrial iced countries therefore
centres around whether it would be wiser to take action promptly by
establishing stricter emission controls on acidic gases, or to '.uait
until scientific research produces more evidence of actual or
impending damage. The principal arguments of those who advocate
delay in further policy action are:

the risk of taking action which requires :ubstantIaI
expenditure and which may later be demonstrated by

research to have been unnecessary;
the possibility of develop irig less costly methods and
technologies for emission control within the next decade.

The principal argument for rapid action) in addition of course
to the actual damage already sustained, is the potentially ac-
cumulat ive nature of ecosystem effects of air pci kit ion, In

part i cu I ar, the danger t. hat some damage cou I d prove to be u i rt ua I I y

rrevers I b I I s of part I cu I ar concern . Proponents of rap d act I or
po I nt out that even after passage of st r I ct er c:ontro I measures, the
unavci dab I e de lay n the r' I mp I emertt at I on means that reduct I oris I ri

em I ons ocinsequerit cr these measures w I I I I y beq I n t c occur
:evert I years later' - for e:x:amp Ic, it takes some three year's to
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des i gn and bu d a I us gas desu phur sat on p ant, and iore than a

decade to renew an automobile popu 1 at on. A thIrd argument for

rapid action comes from the time which scientific experts estimate

may be necessary for research to provide answer.s to some of the

most significant questions: in the United States this has been

est imated to be several years for effects on aquat Ic ecosystems and

a decade or longer for forest effects.

in theory of course, it should be possible to base poiicy

dec i I one on the best est I mate of the costs versus the benefits of

specific act ions to reduce air pollution. But the scientific

uncertainty mentioned at the beginning of this sect ion makes

coet-benef it analysis of limited value in determining appropriate

levels of control of air pollutant emissions. An OECO study (4) on

the costs and benefits of sulphur oxide control, published in 19I3J
concluded that 'uhi Ic there seemed to be a broad balance between

costs and benefits up to quite high levels of emission control) the

range of uncertainty of the benefits ( or environmental damage

costs) in money terms was extremely large - much too great to

permit po1 icymakers to nero in on any part icular level of control

The large amount of cost-benefit analysis which has followed this

work, mainly in the USA and Europe) still rune up against the same

problem (5,6).

Consquent ly, pol icymaker.s are faced 'with a three-way choice:

can 'we afford to wait for the results of further research and

assessment should 'we on the other hand ins i st on subet ant i a!

reductions in emissions using best available control technologies;

or should we at least take out some type of insurance pol icy in the

form of a carefully designed programme aimed at a point 'where the

cost-effect iveness curve turns sharply upward?

To make such a pol icy deci,ion requires at least some reliable

information on the technological state of the art and on the costs

of emission control (and on the trends of these costs) It also

requires an object ive look at what the acceptance of these costs

may mean for the nat lanai economy. Uhat can be dare to control the

emissions leading to air pollution and acid deposition and 'what

does it cost? The next Sect i on iw 1 11 try to answer t. hese quest I



X. HOU CAN AIR POLLUTION 8E REDUCED?

Ho country would be wit ing to reduce air pollution by

reducing economic activity general ly. However some industrialised
countries have in the past decade or so) whether or not as a matter
of policy, shifted their industrial structure away from heavier and
more polluting industries, or out of manufactUring and into
eervicesr This type of structural change can have 2fl important
effect on air pci ut ion, For developing countries the pattern of
growth - part icularly the role to be played by heavy industry - can
also determine the seriousness of p01 lut ion problems they ui II face
in the future, The economic structure question is of considerable
complexity and goes far beyond the air pot lut ion issue. Jt ui H
not be further explored in this paper, except indirectly insofar as
energy consumption and energy intensity of the economy are
concerned.

Excluding these structural shifts, therefore, strategies to
reduce acid deposition- and related air pollution can take two basic
forms:

1 . I1ORE RESORT TO EHU I RONIIEHTRLLY FAUOIJAABLE ENERGY OPT I OHS

In this basically preventive strategy the objective is to
reduce emissions by reducing the amount of pot lutants produced in
the first place; through for example:

increasing the efficiency of energy use and thereby
reducing the amount of fossi I fuels required for a

given level of economic output;
substituting fossil fuels by non-fossil energy

2. SETTER PREUEHTION AND CONTROL OF EMISSIONS

Pollution control can involve more than just preventing
gaseous emissions from I cay i ng the smokestack or the car exhaust
Possibilities to reduce emission. include:

use of lower sulphur fuels and fuel cleaning
improvements in the fuel combust ion process;
post-combustion cleaning of the exhaust gases.
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n the fo I I ow ng Sect one ue sha ci aborot e on t hess t 'uo

types of approaches, uhich are of course perfectly compat ible ith

each other,

XI. ENERGY OPTIONS TO REDUCE AIR POLLUTION

Energy Efficienc

In Section VI it was noted that in a number of industrial ised

countries there had been a signi ficant degree of decoupling of

emissions of major air pot tutants, part icularly those of sulphur

dioxide) from economic activity as measured by GOP. The causes

include poHution control measures taken by governments and in some

cases a shift in industrial structure away from heavier more

polluting industry. But one important contribution to reduced air

pollution is provided by changing patterns of energy production,

conversion and use. Total energy consumption per unit of GOP has

been substantially reduced over the past decade (see Figure 4),

principally as a result of the large increases in energy prices

which have stimulated measures to increase efficiency and reduce

waste in all sectors of energy use, Less total energymeans less

air pollution, and the environmental benefits can and should be

considered on a par with the energy and economic benefits of

increased energy efficiency as a reason for maintaining an emphasis

on this line of pot icy in the future, even in the event of a

continued decline in the real price of energy.

2. Fuel Substitution

In addition to improvements in efficiency of energy use,

energy policy in many industrialised countries has emphasised i

shift away from oil for electricity generation and other major

industrial uses, The net effect on the environment of such a shift

of course depends on what energy cources take the place of oil, In

the electricity generation sector the place of oil is most often

taken by coa I or nuc I ear power 1ew oca I - f I red power p 1 ants can be

built with adequate emission controls (see next Section) in which

case they may produce considerably lower em scions of acidic gases

than many exist Hg oil-fired power plants. 8ut unless
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environmental regulations prescribe the use of state-of-the-art

t echno ogy to ach i eve em i on cont ro et andards the danger I

that power plant operators uould avoid the more expensive control

technologies in the interests of cutting costs,

For many uses part i cu or I y i n stna I er and more d epereed

units such as reidential and commercial heating installations,

natural gas, if readily avai able, may be substituted for more

polluting fossil fuels, leading to lower emissions of both sulphur

and nitrogen oxides

Switching from oil to nuclear power clearly reduces the

emissions of acidic gases, and is one of the principal strategies

for power generation in some industrialised countries, However, in

other countries nuclear electricity develpment hoe run into public

oppos it i on on grounds of pot ent i a I safety and rod i oact i ye waste

disposal problems

3, Renewable Enery Sources

A number of renewable energy options have the potential to

substitute for the use of fossil fuel., to a certain extent, Uith

the exception' of hydropower, however, their potential total

contribution on an economic basis in most countries remains quite

limited,

4. Environmentally Favourable EnergyQpt ions

The DECO council has recently adopted a Recomfnendat ion on

Environmentally Favourable Energy Options and their Implementation,

aimed at achieving better integration of energy and environmental

p0 I c I es by I dent fyi ng and promot I ng energy opt i ons h I oh are

support ive of current environmental goals. The Reconmendat ion

includes a set of 'Elements of Environmental ly Favourable Energy

Options" which ore reproduced in Annex 2 of this paper

Enhanced Inst Itut lonal Linking

One of the principal means of achieving better energyi

env ronment i nt egrat i on I e enhanced i net it ut i ona I I nk I niq, i e

c I ocer cooperat I on, at an ear I I er stage n the po I I cy process.,
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between those in government r'espons b e for energy queet i one and

thoce responsible for environmental protect ion, Sometime. those

in government and industry concerned with energy supply have tended

to perceive environmental concerns t adding to energy costs or as

problems uhih can be left to be resolved by those responsible for

the environment after the basic energy decisions have been taken.

There are clearly exceptions to such a general observation.

Nevertheless the relat ionship between environmental conet ituencies

and those responsible for investment decisions in the energy supply

sectors has not always been as positive and constructive as would

be desirable.

Some examples may be cited of the ways in which this

institutional cooperation could and should be strengthened to the

benefit of both parties (see Annex 2). These include joint promot-

onal initiatives especiaHy for energy efficiency improvements,

cooperation on government-sponsored A and 0 projects aimed at

"cleaner energy", and better three-way communication between the

government departments concerned for energy and environment and

industries involved in energy investments and pollution control

manufacturing,

6. Integration of Environmental Costs in Energy Prices

Another important element in promoting environmentally

favourable energy options concerns the integration of environmental

costs in energy pricing and incentives. In any situation where

energy prices are regulated or otherwise control led, there exists a

potential for distort ions in the economic process of paying the

costs of environmental clean-up and protection. Uhen environmental

costs are fully reflected in energy priOse) those sources of energy

that. are more favourable to the environment will be more

attractively priced than those with high environmental costs, For

example, gas is normal ly more expensive than coal but the gap is

narrowed when the ful I costs of adequate environmental protect ion

are included in the price of coal-based energy.

?. l ncent yes for Env I ronmenta I I Favourab I e I nvest ment s

I neent I yes such as tax cred its or grants are '.eed I n some

countries to achieve energy gca Is si.ach as fuel switching away from
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oil, or upgrad ng building i ne'Il at i or to aue energy. But
there are few incent iciec to make environmentally favourable energy
inveetmente on environmental grcundc, ijhereac in come inetancee the
environmental benefite alone miqht provide euffici ent juet I float ion
for euch government i noent i vec,

8. Environmentally. Favourable Energy Technologiec and Meaeuree
Rnnex 2 alec containe a compreheneive table taken front the

background document to the DECO Recommendation (now dereetricted
and in the proCeec of publication), which providee an overview of a
number of environmental ly favourabl'e technologiec and meaeures,
including their potential environmental and energy benefite, the
titnescale for commercial application, impedimente they face, and

main policy optione for encouraging them

Clearly the concept of Environmental ly Favourable Energy
Opt ione go well beyond the topic of thie paper in it, ecope and
potential. However, inoet of the ideae contained in the EJernents"
are directly applicable to the narrower objective of reducing air
pollution. RIco) while thece ideas lucre developed in the DECO

context, they are certainly relevant to the cituation of other
countries, particularly those whose process of induetrialication
and economic development ic at an earl icr stage.

XII. BETTER PREUENT ION ANO CONTROL OF EMISSIONS

Reliable technologiec and methods exict for achieving a high
degree of control of the major air pcI lutantc from moet courcee,
More than gg percent of part iculatee and hydrocarbone, up to 95

percent of culphur oxide,, and 90 percent of nitrogen oxide, can be
removed front flue gases in large i neta II at i one by one or a

combination of method,, UarIoue technologiec and methode can

remove up to 90 percent of NOX, hydr'ocarborie arid carbon monoxide
(CU) tr'om vehicle exha'.4ete. Table 1 1 icts seine of the applicable
techni: I og cc and met hod, and q ccc an i nd I cat i on of the i r
effect I veness Annex 2 a I rio I udee some t cohn i ca I pr' I ni: p I es

I .M. Torrens / WOED Acid Rain Paper / June 2, 1
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TABLE I

AiR POLLUTANT EMISSION REDUCTiON TECHNOLO13IES

(a) Stationary Sources

Sax Fuel selection
Coal cleaning

Distillate oil
desuiphuri sation

Fuel oil desuiphurisation
Limestone injection in
combustion chamber

AFBC
Flue gas. desuiphurisation
(FGD)

NOx Combustion modifications
Flue gas denitrification
(Selective catalytic
reduction)

(b) 1obi1e Sources

NOx Exhaust gas recirculation
(EGg)

Lean combustion with EGR
3-way catalyst

Depends on S content
Depends on fuel quality: up to

about 30% S removal for coal
Can reduce S content to 0.15%

by weight
Usually not competitive with F0

Up to about 60% S removal
Up to 90% S removal
Up to 95% SO2 removal

Up to 50% N0 reduction

80% NOx removal

50% reduction
Up to 85% reduction
50 to 90% reduction

Pollutant Control Technol ogy Effectiveness

HC Condensers 85 to 99% HC reduction
Carbon adsorption 35 to 99% HC reduction

depending on process
Incineration 90 to 99% HC reduction

HC Lean combustion with EGR 25 to 50% reduction
3-way catalyst 50 to 90% reduction
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extracted from a recent OECO Recommendat ion on control of air

pollution froni foesi fuel combustion An important point is that

pollution control technologies have been improving very rapidly in

reliability and effectiveness in recent yearsj and this trend is

likely to continue or even accelerate,

1. Power Plants and Large Industrial metal fat ions

Some technologies were deveIopd quite recently and were

either not avai fable (e.g. flue as denitrificat ion) or were

considered not suficiently reliable (e.g. flue gas deeulphurisat ion)

to be required for installation in large combustion plants in most

industrialised countries in the pact This in fact i.e the cause of

an important part of the controversy over emission controlS at

present. R large fraction of total emission.s of acidifying

pollutants in come countries comes from some older combustion

installations such as power plants which do not meet the emission

control requirements an equivalent new plant would be required

to meet in the came country. The question is whether these plants

should be required to retrofit pollution control requirements,

This is further explored later in the paper, in Section XV.

Smaller Industrial Installations

Pollution control in smaller plants of the size used by

industry is economically more difficult than for large power

plants, since they can derive fewer economies of scale, To date

these plants have relied for pollution control less on combustion

and post-combustion clean-up than on choice of fuel and fuel

treatment. Here, there are indications that new technologies,

recent I y deve I oped or now under deve I opment) may ho I d good prom i cc

for the future, Atmospheric fluidised bed combuet ion (AFBC), now

being offered commercially by an increasing number of

manufacturer,,, gives smaller boilers the capability of up to 90

percent sulphur removal in the combust ion process, through

i meet one i nj ect I on, AFBC a I so ncreases qreat I y the range and

variability of quality in the fuels which may be used in industrial

bo I I crc Another new t echno I oqy, I I meet one i nj cot or I r mu it i stage

burners (L 1MB) aga i n a med at reduct on of su I phur and n It roqen

I .M. Tórrns / WCED Acid Rain Paper / Iun 2, 19 5
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ox d I cay i ng the combust I on chamber i : present y. at the p1 ot
plant etage. 8oth of these technologies are being caled up in

test faci lit. ice in the United States and the Federal Republic of
Germany uith the object ive of assessing the pose ibi I ity of
applying them to electricity gerterat ion plants.

3, Uehicles

Re far as mobHe sources are concerned, pollution control is
mainly aimed at nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbon emissions. There
is to some degree an interplay among the principal pol lutant.c
emitted by vehicles, In the pact, measures to reduce emissions of
carbon monoxide, harmful to human health in urban areas, led to
increased emissions of other pollutants. Reduction of combustion
temperatures to reduce NOX emissions leads to more unburnt'
hydrocarbons being emitted. Thus to reduce simultaneously all
major air poi lutants from vehicles usual ly requires conic

post-conibust ion control equipment,

The three-way catalytic converter, now used in North America
and Japan,, reduces e&ccionc of nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide to a small fraction of their uncontrolled level
(and requires lead-free fuel to avod destroying the catalyst).
Other technologies now under development to reduce one or another
of these pollutants (e.g. the lean-burn0 engine or the strati fied
charge engine) are also aimed at increasing fuel efficiency --
itself a means of reducing pollutant emissions. Judging from pact
experience, the requirement to meet lower pollutant emission
standards can be a powerful stimulus to develop more efficient and
effect lye technologies for both combust ion and exhaust gas
o I can-up.

XIII. COSTS OF E1 I SSI Oh CONTROL TECHNOLO') I ES

lJnceptainties in Cost Estimation

UI th ii '.0 I de range of pose i b I e ocint ro I t echr.o oq I e and met hcde
ppl Icable to ar equally ulde range of emitting metal lat ion, there

I.M. Txrns WOED Acit Rain Paper 1 June 2 15
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Is c early a high deqree of uncertaint! n any est mates of the
control costs Recent work on coal pollution abatement has

highi ighted the problems of cost estimation1 especially in
comparing estimates across countries (?,) One fundamental
difficulty is the question of what may be specifically termed
"environmental control" Other problems in comparing cost
estimates for specific pollution abatement technologies arise
because of differences in methodologies and assumptions employed by
different authors and organisat ions. For example, air pollution
abatement costs depend on a number of key physical parameters
(related primarily to fuel characteristics., power plant design, and
applicable regulatory standards), as mel I as on various economic
parameters that strongly effect capital and operat ing cost
calculations. Lack of a. standardised methodology and nomenclature
for identifying and reporting all elements affecting cost
calculations inevitably hinders the ability to assure that any

comparisons that are made are systematic, and reflect a consistent
set of premises, The OECO, with the help of some experts from both
government and industry) is currently involved in an exercise
designed to produce a recommended list of phy&cal and financial
parameters which should be clearly specified in any control cost
estimate (or any report of actual control casts for a specific
installation), in order that such an estimate should be useful to
other cost analysts.

2. Power Plants

Recognising the above difficulties, it is still possible to
hi gh I ght the re I at I ye i mport ance of control co.st s for d if ferent
air pollutants. Ue do so by selecting as a specific example the
case of a new coal-fired power plant and giving some cost ranges
drawn from recent experience and estimates (Table 2)

The uncertaint ice ment ioned above are perhaps best illustrated
by the case of flue gas desulphurisation (F130), the most costly of
the contra I t echno I og i cc and the one with the w I dest range a f

estimated costs (see Table 2). A caretul analysi, of the many
different fact or,1 both hardware and f I nanc I a I wh I ch enter cost
est I mates i ri severa I maj cir I ndustr' i a I I sed cctuntr i es, has re'..ea l

I mport ant rca I d if fererices I ri the cap it a I cost of FGO n the Un ted

LIsA. Tc'rrens 1 WOED Acid Rain Paper June 2, 195
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TABLE 2

INDICATIVE AiR POLLUTION CONTROL COSTS IN A
NEW BASELOAD COAL-FIRED POWER PLANT

( ofAnual
Cost)

The amge given. here for F i very broad. The capital costs reported in
OC cries for P at 90 per cent e iciency of sulphur reazoval applied to
the entire flue ga.s stream, mostly fall in the range of $14.O-$185/kW for the
USA, 39O-'$l50/iW of thstalled generating capacity for Japan, and 70-$l3O for
Etope.

2. £erience in flue gas denitrification is still limited, being applied in
full-scale coal-fired installations only in Jacart..

iiill.s/lcW
cost o

electricity
generated

15-40 1-3 1-3
2S-SO 2-4. 2-4

70-185 CL) 5-1.1 (1) 9-16 (1)

S-IS L.a

3S-S 2-6 3.5

Cap ita2. Axmu2.l Total t Operd.on and
(capitai. acd operating) aint enance

PoUuticn acd Cntroi. ethod

Particu.ate Cncr1
Se

-- Fabtc Fii.ter

u.1phi. Oxide Cnw1
- F (entie Elue

gas. scream)

4igen Oxide Cntr1
- Custion odiEition.
-- Flue Ga3

enitri1icatixi (Z)
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States as compared w th Europe and Japan. Uh e the strength of

the IJS ol lar and the higher real interest rates in comparison with

the currencies and interest rates of other countries are

sign f I cant fact ors, a maj or part of the cost var I at I on appears to

arise fom the very different approaches to the configurat ion ofthe

EGO system in the USA as compared to elsewhere. Early difficulties

with EGO rd lability, combined with regulatory requirements, led

the JJnited States uti I it ice to adopt the modular approach:

typically, for a ô0O MU power generating unit, four separate EGO

unite would be bui It, plus one spare unit (i.e. 20 percent

redundancy). This configuration is still the pract ice in the USA,

though many of the reliability problems have been largely resolved

through experience and improved maintenance and contra-I

In Europe and Japan, on the other hand, the practice adopted

has been to build one single EGO unit capable of handling the

entire flue gas stream, with little or no redundancy This leads

to very significant economies of scale in contruction (one unit

instead of five), as well as a reduction in construction time

(hence in interest during construction). Other differences include

engineering contingency charges (high in the USA and lower

elsewhere). Uhat is emerging is a rather different range of EGO

costs for the IJS situat ion and for other major OECO countries, as

indicated in the footnote to Table 2.

To go into this degree of detail on the sped fic item of FGO

cost comparisons may seem unnecessary in a paper such as this, but

it must be remembered that EGO is a highly significant item in the

curent international debate on acid rain and air pollution, mainly

because of its reputed I y h I gh cost, Consequent I y, any n format i on

or insight which indicates the possibility of a sizeable downward

shift in its cost would alter the terms of referemce of that part

of the debate,

3, AFBC and LIMB

F I u i d I sed bed combust I on prov I des a I ower cost po I I ut i on

cant ro I met hod for sma I I er i ndust r i a 1 ba I I ers (be I tj about I 'JO

tiUth) than the I nta tat ion of EGO. The picture becomes I C55 C I ear'

as the boiler size ncreases, because appi cat on of IRFBC to un ts

I.M. Torrn / WCED Acid Rain Paper / June 2, 1 935
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of the .eie which could be used in pcuuer plants is onI now

reach i rig the demonet rot I on st age Th I .s t echno ogy may turn out to
be advantageous for the smal Icr end of the range of gerierat Ing

units, but it is not Hkely ti:' be competitive with FGO for the size
of boi Iers (200 riUc and greater) normal ly used in central
electricity generating stations.

The L1118 technology being even newer and less completely
tested, it is difficult to be certain of it, competitiveness for
different size boi lers. The oval lable cost est imotes. based on

snal I scale pilot studies indicate lower costs per unit of
installed capacity or of heat or electricity generated. aut when

the lower efficiency of sulphur removal for LINB than for EGO is
included in the comparison, the cost advantage of Ll18 in terms of
cost per unit of sulphur removed becomes marginal, especially
considering that the technology cannot yet be said to be a proven
one, Rn additional compl icati ion of LIM6 is that in the event of
operating problems the entire boiler has to be shut down, since the
technology is part of the boi Icr (as opposed to an FGO unit, which
is a separate piece of equipment). Further operating experience
with Ll118, especially in larger boiler sizes, will be necessary to
obtain a reliable asessinent of its competitiveness.

4, Uehicles

The problems associated with estimating the costs of po1 lut ion
control applied to vehicles are if anything more complex. If
emission reductions are achieved through specific add-on equipment,1
the cost situation is clearer: the three-way catalytic converter to
reduce emissions of NOX, HC and CO costs approximately 5300 - 500
per car, when other necessary modifications to the propulsion
system are taken into account.

Sut a great deal of R and 0 by the motor industry hoe been
devoted over the past decode to ach i ev I ng a s I mu It ancoije reduct I on
of the amount of pol lutants emitted and the vehicle fuel
coneumpt Ion. It is difficult to assess how much add it OflO cost to
at t r i but e to the gradua I I mprovement i n ueh I c I e energy/env roriment
per fDrmance and part i Cu I ar I y ho'.0 much of t h s cost ehou I d be

I I ocat ed po I ut on cont. r'o I The I canburn erJ I ne I s

I.M. Trrn WOED Acid Rain Papr i Jime 2, I $5
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be I ng deve I cped I n a number of count r I e a a prom t ng u to
meet 3t r i et I :t aridird espct I a y for :rna I er car: t
reduces j : i ri f HO but not of unburnt HC However i n

aochtiiDn with an oxidation catalyst (simpler than a three-way
one), significant reductions in both HO and HC could be achieved.
How much of the cost of a lean-burn engine i an environmental
control co.t i an almost impo.,ible question to anwer

XIV. AGGREGATE COSTS OF PIJLLIJT 011 REOIJCT IONS

If the etimotion of pollution control coet i. complex for a
Lgj plant or vehicle, a much higher degree of uncertainty

appl ie3 to 'estimates of the cost of acid rain control etrategiec at
the national or international level, Again taking the example of
the power generat ion ctor, among the ource of uncerta i nty) even
given the conetancy of environmental regulation, are the
difficulty of aeing the future economic or electricity demand
growth; the rate at which new generat ing capacity comes ontream
and old capacity i. phased o'.t; and the uncertainty in predicting
when technological improvements will be avai table for commercial-
i at i on and at what co3t

1, Stat I onary. Soi.irce

Hotwi thtanding these difficult e overall ect matc have

been made for the cot of control 3tratcgi e for 3O in Europe arid
the United States (5o9-13), Thee include the intaI at ion of
po I I ut i on cont ro I equ I pment on both new and cx i t i ng power' p ant
and maj or i ndu:tr at i nta II at i Ofl:3 Tab Ic 3 g i ve an order' of
magn it ude, The numbers .howri here of coure I art;e - o f the
order of b I I I on of do I I ar over a per i od of a decade or 8ut
we ;hou I d try to get then, nt o the perpec:t ye of what t heq 'j':u I d

mean t r the c I cot r c it y consumer' For' exarnp I e

- I n the I3ermpri Case, the em i ss I on r'educt i on f Tab I :3 i

I .M. T.:'rrns Wc:ED Acid Rain Papr June 2,



TABL[ 3

COSTS 01 S 'A EG 5 0 CON ROL AIR POLLUTANTS

1982 prices.

Includes retrofitting FGO on 70% of large coal and lignite boilers over 25 MW.

1983 prices. Includes cost of replacement of output capacity lost through retrofitting of
FGD. This accounts for about 25% of total capital costs of £1990 million sterling.

Country or Group Mr Baission Reduction By Year 'Annual Cost Source
Pollutant Source

(Stationary)

European Community SO2 all 10-13 t4 tonnes 2000 $4.6-6.7 bn(1)(2) Ref. 5
(53-77%)

NO1 all 50% 2000 $0.4 bn(1) Ref. 5

Federal Republic
of Germany

302 all 1.6 M tonnes
(50%)

1993 11143.3 ba Ref. 9

United Kingdom SO2 power
plants

1.5 M tons
(50%)

1995 £175 ()
(average)

Ref.10,11

United States 302 power
plants

10 14 tons

(75%)

1995 $4.25.3(1) Ref. 12

United States power
plants

$S.2-9.SU) Ref. 13
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est I mated to add about one p fern i q per k I owat t /hcur to

the c ectH c ty price to coneumere (or approx mate I y 5

percent) (9);

The IJn i ted K ngdom Central E ectr city I3enerat I ng 3oard

hac ectimated that retrofitting FGO to exicting

coal-fired power plantc to achieve a 50 percent reduct ion

i SOX emicelon might add, over a period of more than a

decade about 5 - 6 percent n tot a I to the average coet

of electricity generated in the United Kingdom, and

considerably le than thic to coneumere' electricity

bi I Ic (12);

- A recent report ieued in the USA placee the average

electricity generating coet increace nationwide caueed by

a 10 mill ion ton annual reduction in 302 emiione from

power plantc at bout 3 - 4 percent (though come

ut I lit Icc might incur coet I ncreacec ceveral t i mee th i

high, cince they have a large proportion of older more

poH'.1ting plantc) (6)

Increasec of thic magnitude are not negligible, but they are

far from catactrophic. 8ecauee of the time whith would be required

to real ice a programme of emiccion reduction, the electricity

pr i cci ncreace wou Id be cpread out over a decade or co In tact,

over the pact decade in moct i nduetr jail ced countr ice, concumere

have been faced with far greater annual increaees in electricity

pr I ccc for reacone wh i oh have not h i ng to do 'ii it h the cnv I rt:nment

euch ac oil price increaeee or ricing coal minere' uagee

I ivI. T'.:'rrris 7CEL) Acid Rain Papr Ju.n 2, 1 L5



A very di fferent :i tuat ion prevai in di fferent part of
the induetrial iced world ac regardc vehiclec and it would be

di If I cu It to der ye any comparab e numbers for overa I I cont ro I

coct c. Accord i ng to the US Depart went of Commerce (14) a I I

cont ro I c of NO, CO HC and part i I at ec from mob i 1 e ourcee coct
:1j,5 bit ion annual ly in 1931 The coct are the total for the
approximately 13 tnt) tort I ight and heavy duty vehiclee in the IJSR
in that year, giving an average of 121 per uehicte per year,

Though thic figure may ceem high it coverc coct of the mobi Ic
source air pollution control programme) including adminietrat ion
and enforcement fuel maintenance,, etc. added by the control:3 (but
not A and 0) Th c programme ach I eves reduction of over 90 percent
of emiceionc from gacol ine-poiuered enginec and reducec diecel
em i cc I onc ac we I I

xv ECIJNOM C I !3SUES AFFECT I HI) P'JL ICY DEC I Si OHS

The previouc Sect Ion, have cet the etage for a diccu3cion of
the econom I c I ccuec. Ac a I ready pa I nt ed out a great dea I of
current debate 1:3 f'cued n the quect ion at whet her to incur the
:3igni I cant coct3 accoci ated ui th a reduct ion in efihicci onc of the
maj or a i r pa I ut ante even though the coct -benefit p I ot ure I e not
o I ear . aound up i n t h I e 'quest i on 3 a number of cube I di ary I

.ijhich thle Section ui II addreec.

THE APPROPRIATE LEUEL OF CONTROL FOR Dl FFERENT SOURCES

Poll ut ion control c are often more expene ye for' ema tier
combuet on I ricta I I at ori:3 t hart for I ar'qer onec I Ike power p 1 ant :

if a It er'at one eui::h ac bet. ter and I ee p': I I ut riq combuet I on
t echno I 1 ec are not ava I I I there naq be a cace for' app

I .1'i. Ttrri '7CED A'id R;tin Pap'r .' June 2. 1 ?I)5
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lees stringent emission standards to industrial boi Cf5 than to

pot p ants Uhatever the standards are, however, they shou id

ref I ect what s achi evable by the best techno oqi cc econom i cal I y

feasible for such plants.

For mobHe sources the picture is more compHoated. Catalytic

converters on sntaHer care add a much larger percentage to the

purchase price than they do for larger cars. 8ut, in addition)

uncontrolled smaller cars emit lower quantities of pollutants per

vehicle-mi Ic than do larger ones. A1 lot depends, therefore1 on the

emission I imits set and on the most economical way that cars of

different size can meet them, In fact) the choice of emission

limit levels is crucial to the choice of technologies3 and thus to

the overaLl cost. In the 19?O's) in the United States and

particularly in Japan) governments set emission limit targets for

future years which turned out to be 9technology-forcing", and which

were met by development of the catalytic converter and by

improvement in fuel efficiency.

2. HOW TO TREAT NEW EIIISSION SOURCES RHO EXISTING SOIJRCES?

A perennial problem in industrial iced countries is how to deal

with polluting metal lat ions which were built in earlier times when

control regu I at i one were I ccc st r i ct or non-exist ent Large

installations in particular may have several decades of useful life

still ahead, and yet may emit levels of air pollutants which are

far in excess of those which a new plant would be allowed to emit

-- for example) come older coal-fired power plants in the IJnited

States em it 1 U - 15 t I mes the amount : of .502 nh I oh an equ I va I ent

new power plant would be allowed to emit under the federal new

source performance standards,

The phi losophy adopted in most industrial iced countries unt i I

recent I y was that It Is not appropriate to apply poll ut ion control

regulat one retroact ively3 requiring older plants to retrofit new

equipment unless they are being significantly modified for another

reason, However, new regu I at i one I n the Federa I Repub i i c of

Iermany, the Nether I arids and Austria have in fact introduced

retrofit requ i r'ement : under c:ert a i ri cond it I onc . A I ye I y part of

the current debate on a r po I I ut on concerns whet her or riot t h

approac:h shou I d be adopted bq other count r I cc Cert a n I y, i n a
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number of countr it øou d be difficult to ach I eve I arge

reductione in emiccionc of S0 within Ieee than a decade without a

degree of retrofitting.

The argument for bringing exicting inetaHatione under the

umbrella of etricter control regulatione applying to new plants Ic

reinforced by the obeerved tendency) if the former remain under a

eeparate control reg;me) for their operat ing lifetime to be

eubetantiaHy prolonged in order to cave coete for their operatore.

It Ic cignificant that the average remainin lifetime for a power

plant in the USA ac ectimated by the utilities woe 25 - 30 yeare in

1970, and ic precently 40.- 45 ycare. Thi may be partly due to a

elackening in electricity demand growth and expected growth cince

1970, but it Ic certainly due in part to the etricter pollution

control requirementc which would be placed on replacement plantc

3 HO PAYS FOR INCREASED CONTROLS'?

There ic an eacy anewer to thie queet.ion and a more difficult

one. The eacy one ic to apply the Polluter Page Principle)' which

cage that the coete of preventing pollution ehould be borne by the

polluter. For example) metal I ing FGO in a power plant adde to the

oet of the generator of electricity. Normally) the additional

coete 'ulil be eflected in the electricity price paid by coneumere.

The fact that pol iciec to reduce air pollution general ly

affect a large number of individuale makee a dietribution of coete

and benefite a central iccue in the anolycie of the pci icy opt lone

From the perepective of overall economic efficiency, it inakec no

difference who gete the benefite or who beore the coet,. However)

the benefite and coete accrue to different per,one or groupe, and

cociety general iy hac a etrong intereet in who thece pereone or

groupe are, it often becosnee necescary then to take care of income

dietribution by other poiicy meacuree,

In the above example, the electric utility may be far in

dictance from areoc where the greateet environmental damage occure,

and if the cost of reducing pollutant emiccione Ic paceed through

to e I ectr i city pr i ccc, the concumer, who pay thece I ncreaed pr I

are I ri many caeec not the came ac thoce who pr'ecerit y bear the

cost., of enu I rorunert a I damage (comet I mes they are r;ot even c it I

I .M. Torrens / WCED Acid Rain Paper / june 2., 1



of the came country)

0 i str i but ion of add it i ona I po lut on control cocte may affect

individuale not only dir'ectly by increacing their electricity

coete, but alco indirectly by placing a greater burden on their

region or country. In come cacee thie may be becauce that region

or country tolerated more poHuting practicee than ite neighboure

in the pact. But it can alco be related to etructural factore

(more traditional manufacturing induetry) or to patterne of fuel

coneumption. For example) according ,to come bi I Ic which have been

introduced in the US Congreec, a number of uti I itiec in the

Ilid-Weet and South-Eact. of the country) which depend on medium and

high cuiphur coal, notld be required to incur greater pollution

control coets (via retrofitting) than other uti I itiec, Thic ic

ectimated to have adverce effecte, via electricity rate increacee,

on the region'c manufacturing induetry, much of which hac already

euffered greatly through bee of competitiveneec in recent ycare.

Ihic ic why come propoced bible include alternative cuggeetione of

meane of payment, euch ac a tax on all electricity generated in

the United Statee,

4. HOW TO RCHIE'JEHE OSI EFFECTIUE RESULTS RI LOWEST COST?

Rn unwritten principle of po1 lut ion control ic that it ic

ucually more coct-effective for regulat one and etandarde to

epecify the end but not the meanc, e.g. to cet the emiecion limite

but not to epecify the technologiec or methode uced to meet thece

limite Of couree euch a clear dictinction Ic not aiwayc very

realietic in practice: emicelon limite muet be fixed with an eye to

the poceible and economical by feacible, which in turn demande come

appreciation of what can be achieved by preeent technol ogy and at

what coet.

There are ceveral different levele of epecificity) however,

ranging from a cingle plant or cingle vehicle up to total national

emiscione of a given pollutant. Re we go up the ecale, the degree

of flexibilitq which ic, in theory, poecible in reeponding to a

po I i cy ob cot i ye f po I I ut i or, reduct i or; becomee eomewhat greater

Rn examp I e of th I ; I : the :3o-ca I I ed 'hubb I e i::oncept wh I ::h hac beer

app! i ed or; a modeet :cal e in the United Statee, Accordi nq to th I
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efnicion :oI.1rce.e of a. .eingle company (or within a I imited
geographic area) are concidered to be encloced in a conceptual
bubble for the purpocec of emiccion regulation A target emiecion
reduction) or a total emiccion limit based on some measure of
production or fuel uce within the "bubble") i.e cet and it i.e left
to the operator of the installations to decide how beet to comply
with it, A typical response might be to install a high degree f
pollution contro on one out let and I cave the others I tered.
Uhen there is more than one operator, the bubble can be accompanied
by some form of emission trading, whereby the operator of one

installation tnay find it more economic to continue former level..e of
emission and share the cost of another operators pollution
control equipment.

Optintisation of strategies for air pollution control can also
involve an integrated approach to the beet technological and

economic means to reduce emiions of air pollutants from different
categories of inetaHation. A good example i.e provided by sulphur
emission.e front coal burning. It may be efficient in some cases to
use coal preparation in conjunction with other methods of sulphur
control as a means of reducing overall atmospheric sulphur
emissions. One feasible strategy i.e to wash coal to produce two
products -- a clean product and a higher sulphur, lower quality
product, The clean product could be used where the heavy
investment for flue gas decufphuricat ion could not be economical ly
borne by theueer, in particular by the small scale user, The

higher sulphur product could be used in large power plants with
F6O, where the required investment is possible.

5. ECOMOI1 IC ENEF ITS OF STAt CTER COMTROLS

in Sect ion IX. the difficult ic.e in making quant itat. lye set tn-
at cc of econom I c benefits '.uh I oh occur as a resu It of avo I dance of
environmental or health damage ',uere noted. Uhi Ic it i.e riot.
possible to 'ert that the benefit.e of any action to reduce
emissions would outweigh the costs, it is equal ly impossible to
assert the contrary. Furthermore, the i ritang lb ic nature of some of
the e ffect : (e . damage to h I stor' I ca I monuments) makes corver's i or
of some of these benefIts to monetary terms imp&sslbls in such
cases: rievert he I eec they are rca I

I lvi. Tcrreric ,/ WCED Acid Rain Paper 1 June 2, 1 (35



A second economic factor on the benefits side, which is not

often taken into account in the pal icy debate,, ie the et imulat ice

impact which stricter environmental standards can have on economic

activity and on technological development. A 0, and

manufacturing pollution control equipment, contribute ti:' economic

progress, and in particular to GOP. They can also add to levels of

employment in sectors which are working wel I below capacity.

Final ly, they can result in lowering both environmental control

coast and other casts through technological advances (e.g. by

development of more fuel-efficient automobi lee)

XVI, IIR POLLUTION AHO OEUELOPMEHT

The problems of acid rain have been demonstrated to be

problems of industrial isat ion - and more specifically, industrial-

isation without adequate attention to the environment. The

industrialised countries over the past decade or two came to

recognise the truth in the old adage "Prevention is better than

cure", Some newly industrialising countries are presently coming

to a similar conclusion. Unfortunately, it often seems to require

serious environmental degradation or' extensive health damage to

stimulate effective action against air pollution, The problems

facing many urban areas in the developing world today resemble more

those which faced cities in the industrialised countries in the

1950's and 1960's - severe focal air pal lution and inadequate

regulations - than they do the specific problems which gave rise to

the acid rain debate, with its strong component of long-range

transport of major air pollutants.

But developing countries stand to profit from industrialised

countries' experience in this respect. In solving their local air

pollution problems, the latter in fact created the acid rain

problem. The most economic solut ion seen for the "London smog"

problem and the like was at that time seen to be better atmospheric

dispersion of the responsible pci lutants through tall chimney

:ti.,ck: I ndeed, so I onq as the global abecirpt i ce capac I t of the

atmosphere is not exceeded (and we r'ec:al I that for 302, for

net ance, nat ur'a I sources account for about ha if of t. cit. a sin I es I one

I.M. Torrens I WOED Acid Rain Paper / june 2, 19.5
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uorldwide) then atmospheric dspereion can be a cI id policy f the

nip I i cat i onc for depos it I on far enough downw I nd are taken nt o

'count t a I I oh I niney on an and or on the I eeward s de of :

cant I nent u it h no I nhab it ed and downw i nd for 1 000 or more

kilometer, Is not likely to be responsible for environmental

damage. But there are many situations in the developing world

where increasing induetrialisation has the potential for causing

environmental problems "downwind" either in the country itself or

in a neighbouring country.

One might cite the case of China, in a process of rapid and

accelerating economic development) whose main indigenous source of

energy is coal . A number of new coal-fired power plants are being

constructed or are planned. Depending on the pollution control

policies adopted for these and other industrial metal lot ions in

China, there could be a substantial increase in sulphur oxide and

nitrogen oxide emissions and long-range transport of these gases in

Eastern Asia, which could become a source of sonic concern to China,

Japan and other countries of the region, Other Industrialising

countries further south, for example Indonesia and lialaysia, may

also add to the regional air pollution problem in the future,

unless it is addressed and forestalled now by action toreduce, not

to disperse, emissions which are likely to be deposited downwind in

inhabited and/or environmentally sensitive areas.

There has been a tendency in the past for both industrial iced

and developing countries' pal icyntakers in fields other than the

environment to look on environmental protection as a constraint ifl
economic development and as a luxury which only the richest

countries could afford. The opposing perspect ive is to quest ion to

what extent countries can afford not to protect the environment.

However, we have noted earl icr that with regard to air pci ut ion,

at leet at the levels now prevail iog in most industrial iced

countri cc, it is difficult to assess unambiguously the benefIt/cost

balance of additional controls.

Perhaps a more fruitful perspect lye therefore, would be to

view the situat ion of industrial is ing countries as an QpOrtUnItj

rat her than a const ra I nt - an oppor't un it y to deve I op 'c I caner"

econom I cc, where env ronment a I cons i der'at I ons are bet t er I nt sgrated

from the out set i n a I I ct or, of the economy Th i nt cGrat I on

t.M. Tcrrns / WCED Aci'::t Rain Paper / June 2, 1935



was, in fact, one of the main themes of the DECO Environment
1inisters' meeting held in Paris on H3-20 June 16. They

recognised that this would be economical ly deslrable, though it
often poses difficulties of a practical and institutional nature.

Uhat does "integration' mean for the developing countries in
the context of air' pollution? The integration of environmental and
energy policies developed in Section XI indicates one avenue:
developing countries can avoid some of the patterns of energy
production) conversion and use whiih the industrial iced world
introduced during the period of chea energy and which are slow to
change once in place (a part icuiar example being energy-inefficient
buildings). They can integrote environmental considerations into
their industrial development by adopting environmentally favourable
industrial processes and "clean" technology. They can insist on
emission standards for air emissions from electricity generators
and other large industrial metal lat ions, which ensure the
reduction of local and, where necessary, tong-range air pollution.
And they can control emissions front vehicles: this should become
less difficult as the present move towards greater worldwide
uniformity in automobile emission standards among industrialised
countries becomes reflected in similar standards in emission
control technology in new cars from all major motor manufacturers.

Developing countries will be helped in this effort if
cooperation by industrialised countries and international organ-
isat ions in the form of assistance or investment includes an

environmental component, The present l.Jorld Bank practice of
including environmental impact assessment in major projects is a

step in this direction.

RI I this may sQund rather theoretical to pot icyinakers in
developing countries faced with massive economic obstacles to the
achievement of their development goals. Indeed, the real isation of
these goals without ensuing air pollution problems) as in most

other areas of environment and development, will require
ant. uI cooperat, ion between I ndustr i a Ii sed and develop i ng

countries at both government and industry levels, Economical ly
efficient prevent ion of air poll ut ion from both st at i onarq sourt::es
and vehicles rqu i res technol oq es .uh i oh are at present found on q
i n the most advanced I ridust r i a I i :ed count r Arid as merit i c'ned

I.M. Torrns / WCED Acid Rain P;ap.r I june 2, 1'5
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earl er, poHut ion control is presently in a period of rapid

technological advance in these countries in response to the

current trends towards t ght en i ng air po I ut on regu at oris

i n the cont ext of greater env I ronment a cooperat i on i n genera

between industrialised and developing countries this paper

recommends in particular as regards acid deposition and air

pollution:

That a essment be made of countries and regions of the

developing world now, or I kely in the future as a con-

sequence of their economic development to be subject to

environmental damage resulting from air pollution and

acid deposition;

That these assessments highlight actual or potential

transboundary air pollution problems.

That meetings at expert level under the aegis of 'n

appropriate international organisat ion be convened to

help provide up-to-date knowledge and expertise to

developing countries concerning the mechanisms and

effects of air pot lut ion and the technici means to

reduce it from al I sources, both stat i onary and mob I I e

That an advisory but act ion-oriented industry body be set

up, consisting of senior executives from selected

industrial companies in both industrial iced and

developing countries, with the principal task of advising

on how beet to achieve the transfer of clean industrial

technologies and advanced pollution control technologies

to developing countries;

.5. That the inetcil tat ion of an adequate level of air

pollution control (taking into account both local and

long-range effect,) should be a necessary feature of at I

proj ects i nuo lvi ng loans, grants or other i nuest merits in

developing countries.

I.M. Tcrrens 1 WCED Acid Rzun Paper / June 2, 1 c85



XVIL A FINAL L1RO

The air is a resource esser:t il to human beings and to the

rest of the I iving environment Like all resources, its use can

bring large economic benefits, but its abuse can be damaging, even

though its absorptive capacity IC great. Iluch work has been

addressed to the quality of the air we breathe and to what levels

of pollutants are damaging to human health, Only recently have we

begun to address the question of th.e ai.r quat ity needed to maintain

an environment which is healthy for the ecosystem as a whole as

well as for our own hea It h and our fut ure econom i c deve I opment. Ue

are fiding that some parts of this environment may be more

sensitive than human beings are to current levels of man-mode air

pollution.

Given that we possess the technological capacity to reduce air

pollution very substantially at a cost which is far from

prohibitive, the balance, of uncertainty facing the decision-maker

may now be swinging towards action, A growing number of

pol icymakers in both industrial ised and developing countries now

appear to be moving in this direction.

I.M. T.rrns / WOED Acid Rath Paper / Jun 2, 1'$5
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ANNEX 1

SOME RELEVANT DATA

PRIMARY ENERGY REQUIREMENTS, Y ENERGY SOURCE

Reference : OECD Ccpendium 1985

CHANGES from 1973 to 1983
(.i,NTCEl

Coal CU. Gas Nuclear Hyd.ro +
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CANADA ' +17:
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SULPHUR EMISSIONS AND DEPO5ITION EUROPE

Table 1: Calculated European sulphur budget for a 4-year period starting 1 October 1978.
Unit: 1O3 tonnes of sulphur per annum. Assumed emissions are given in Table 2.
Depositions from emitter countries are given in vertical columns, depositions to

receiver countries in horizontal rows. IND signifies indeterminate wet depositions.

Total estimated deposition is given as SUM in the right- hand column.
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Table 2: Assumed national annual sulphur emissions, l. Unit:

l03tonnes S. The data are taken from the El1EP emission inventory,

which gave estimates for 1978. In three cases, official correc-

tions were received during the model calculations. These were

effected from 1 April 1980 and are given under 02. Information

received after completion of the calculations show that the

emissions in some other countries have undergne significant

changes during the period of calculation (1978-1982) In such cases,

the calculated depositions Prom the countries

can be proportionally adjusted.

Country Area (103km2) Ql 02 (lO3tor,nes 5)

Albania 28,7 50

Austria 83,9 215

Belgium 30,5 380 405

Bulgaria 110,9 500

Czechoslovakia 127,9 1500

Denmark 43,1 228

Finland 337,1 270

France 544,0 1800

German Democratic Rep. 108,2 2000

Germany, Federal Rep.of 249,6 1815

Greece 132,0 350

Hungary 93,0 750

Iceland 60,7 6

Ireland 68,9 88

Italy 30l,2 2200

Luxembourg 2,6 21

Netherlands 4.1,0 240

Norway 323,9 76

Poland 312,7 1500 2150

Portugal 76,7 84

Romariia 237,5 1000 100

Spain 500,0 1000

Sweden 450,0 275

Switzerland 41,3 58

Turkey 460,8 500

USSR (within grid) 3363,4 8100

United Kirigdim 244,0 2560

Yugoslavia 255,8 1.475



3. Calculated sulphur deposition and concentration patterns from

all European emissions.

The following patterns are shown:

a). Mean annual dry deposition

b) Mean annual wet deposition

C) Mean annual "indeterminate" background wet deposition

Mean annual total deposition, i.e. the s'.m of a), b) and. c)

Mean annual dry deposition in % of total deposition

Mean annual wet deposition in % of total deposition

Mean annual "indeterminate" wet deposition in % of total

deposition

Mean concentration of sulphur dioxide

Mean concentration of particulate sulphate

Precipitation-weighted mean concentration of sulphate in

precipitation

The isoline of a), b), c) and d) are 250, 500, 1000, 2000,

4000 and. 8000 mg/rn2 annually in S-units. Maxima are shown

with numbers.

The isolines of e), f) and g) are 15, 30, 45, 60 and 75%.

Maxima are shown as riuin.bers.

The isoljnes of h) and i) are 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16

in rn3 as s.

The isolines of j) are 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 in mg/i

as S.
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AMNEX 2

EXTRACTS FROM SOME OECD RECOMMENDATIONS

EXTRACT FROM DECO RECOMMENDATION ON ENVIRONMENTALLY
FAVOURABLE ENERGY OPTIONS AND THEIR IMPLEMENTATION

ELEMENTS OF ENVIRONMENTALLY FAVOURABLE ENERGY OPTIONS

The following elements are indicative of the types of action which
could be undertaken by Member countries, depending on their specific
circumstances, in order to implement this Recommendation:

a) enhanced institutional linkinq.

I) Co-operation between those responsible for energy planning,
including long-term supply and demand forecasting, and those
responsible for assessing environmental impacts;

Establishment of environmental policy "early warning systems that
would alert energy policyrnakers to issues that are at an early stage
of identification and understanding, but that might arouse serious
concern in a few years time when these issues are better understood;

Development of joint promotional initiatives by energy and
environmental agencies to increase public acceptance of measures
that further energy and environment objectives, e.g. improving
building heating and cooling efficiencies;

Closer co-operation in government sponsored R&D on environmental
control technologies, environmentally favourable conversion
technologies and system impact assessment techniques;

Closer consultations between government departments responsible for
both energy and environment, and industry involved in energy
investments and pollution control equipment manufacturing.

Better analytical and data capabilities

Improved energy/environment data bases, including energy efficiency
and environmental impact indicators;

Guidelines and techniques to increase the reliability and
comparability of estimates of environmental costs and benefits
related to energy;

Development of better techniques to compare differing environmental
risks of energy technologies;

Co-operation among concerned agencies towards a better understanding
of the relationships linking economic growth, energy systems and the
environment.



c) Promotion of more efficient use of energy from the environmental
perspective

ncouragernent for energy policies designed to achieve investment by
industry and individual consumers in more energy-efficient
buildings, vehicles and other equipment, and better energy
management;

tdentification and quantification of environmental benefits from
improved efficiency of energy use;

Better information to consumers on these environmental benefits;

Encouragement of co-operation between energy and environmental
institutions to identify energy initiatives offering simultaneous
high environmental gains and energy savings, and to attempt to
quantify the benefits to both energy and environment.

d) Reduction of barriers to environmentally favourable energy ootions

Co-operation between governments to reduce technological and
economic barriers, and help to develop, improve and bring onstream
new environmentally favourable energy technologies;

Improved transparency relating to the cost of energy-using equipment
(e.g. specification of running costs) and environmental performance
(e.g. specific pollutant emissions) to enable consumers to make
informed and environmentally sensitive decisions;

Identification and reduction of institutional barriers;

Improvement of public awareness concerning environmentally
favourable energy options, and of ability to apply these options in
their use of energy, taking into account both energy and
environmental benefits.

e) Integration of environmental costs in energy pricing and incentives

Identification of energy pricing policies or practices which are not
in accordance with the Polluter Pays Principle;

Incentives (e.g. tax credits, grants), where appropriate, to
undertake environmentally favourable energy investments, which
reflect not only energy savings but also environmental benefits.
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f) Improved regulations

1) Sufficient flexibility in regulatory schemes to encourage research
and innovation of environmentally favourable and economically
efficient energy options;

Better integration of regulatory prqcedures at national, regional
and local levels;

Advance notice of changes in environmental regulations as far as
possible, and adequate lead-time to comply with regulations;

Consultations at an early stage among concerned parties regarding
environmental problems which may require future regulatory changes.



OVERVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTALLY FAVOURAULE
PNFR6Y TECHNOLOGIES

ener&c TecIuioliy Divhroivaental Gain
conomic Sector(s) Fncrgy Savings Timescale for Significant International Variations
[or Application Potential o.ai.ercial Applications

Industry
-. Resi'Iential/

Go*ue rc I a I

improved 1,atert,a I
Combustion Fnines
and Automotive
Iksign

- Transport at I on

Electric battery
Vehicles

Transportation

Reduced dispersed
emissions and
reduced power
eneration emissions
r Nary energy for

electricity genera-
tioii, oil for
domestic heating

Reduced emissions
from IC engines
SijiTTicant
oil-savings

Iteduced emissions
1ioa IC engines in
urban areas,
elaiss Ions fro, elec-
tricity generation
more controllable
Entirely oil-savings

Ileat Pumps Reduced emissions Technology available
I iois direct fossil today. l0-l5 yrs i4ierc
fuel burning and from competitive with alter-
power &etbcration native fuels
Oil and electricity
saving but attractive
only in certain
Countries and regions

10-15 years, allowing for
introduction of new
designs and rotation of
car stock

bononic now for some
delivery vehicles.
15-25 yrs for light vans
and shorter distance car
journey

Most competitive where
- requirements for

heating and cooling
- Air is space-heating

medium
- Gas and III not

available

liSA, Japan, France
Germany, Italy, 1* and
Sueden he main OiiQ)
autoiaobi le manufacturers

Ditto

Impediments to Coi.aercial
Applications

Surpluses and shortages tend to
coincide wiLl, those on electri-
city grids. Obtaining a 'fair
price' fro. electric utilities.
Availability of sites and
connections with grid

111gb Initial cost

Alternative heating fuels

Car industry highly competitive.
Main impediments would be if
petrol prices fell sharply and
were expected to stay low in
medium term

tifficteucy of battery which
limits payload distance between
charges. High costs per vehicle
due to small market. hicreasin
efficiency of petrol and diese
vehicles

Priaipai Policy Options

Keserv existing power
statics sites in favourable
locatitais for potential
future ai use. Ensure
utilities don't discriminate
throug. unfair pricing for
buying and selling.
AssIst.incc for demonstration
schemes. Low interest loans.

Provision of subsidy for
heat piup investment.
Support for heat pump K U,
especially to reduce
capttal cost

Government standards for
higher miles per gallon
(probably combined with
cnviron.ental standards);
direct intervention to stim-
ulate ssarch for radicaily
new autimobile designs

Continuing effort to improve
battery efficiency. Public
sector procurement for
organisatloas with large
fleets of light vans

tombined Ibat l
Powcr-(CIIP) alki
District Ibat.iiig

- industry
- Power Generat ion
- ResIdential!

commercial

&ono.ic now in some Viability depeuds on
situatIons (a) Lack of competition

fro. natural gas, and
(b) favourable political
and adisin. structures



tneric Technology Povironmental Gain
Economic Sector(s) Energy Savings Ti.escale for Significant international Variations
for Application Potential Commercial Applications

S. Process Itat
Recovery

- lntitistty
- Commercial

6. Electronic
Controls
- industry
- Transportation
- Residential/

Counu.crc lal
- Agriculture

7. Water lEating

- Industry
CouipaercLal

Reduced eat ssions
from direct fossil
fuel use
Oil, gas and coal
In Industry

Waste heat recovery
often economic now

Reduced emissions Economic now
fran all direct fuel
use and power
generation
large, all sectors;
all types of fuel.
May improve competit-
iveness of electricity

Reduced emissions Improved boiler designs
from direct fossil and controls currently
fuel use economic
Oil, gas and coal
mainly In industrial
and commercial boilers

8. IJiban waste for Avotded emissions Economic now In some
powcr'generatlon alaI fuel cycle situations
and/or 1)11 pollution from oil/

coal - - Reduced
waste disposal

- Residential/ Local and minor,
Couuuuuerclal except in large

- Power generation counirbations

OVERVIEW OF ENVIRONIIENTALLV FAVOURABLE
ENERGY TECUNOLOGIES (continued)

S(XH1CIi: Adapted from lEA Energy Technology Policy Study, 1984.
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Impediments to Commercial
Applications

Organisation of refuse
collection and of electricity
supply Industry

Principal Policy Options

Applicable especially Often difficult to sell information and advisory
where concentration of recovered waste heat (matcbing services. Assistance I or
heavy industries loads required close by) deaonstritlon schemes.

Lack of consumer awareness and Low interest loans
cashf low constraint

Smaller and less advanced Lack of consumer awareness and Information and advisory
OECR) countries lack cashf low constraints on services. Assistance for
strong electronics investment demonstration schemes. Low
industries Interest loans

Slow rotation of capital stock, !nfor.ation and Advisory
but Improved controls and services. Assistance for
insulation etc. can be fitted demonstration schemes.
to existing boilers and systems Low interest loans

Reserve etisting power
station sites in favourable
locations for potential
future au' use. Ensure
utilities don't discriminate
through unfair pricing for
buying and selling.
Assistance for demonstration
schemes. Low Interest loans



EXTRACT FROM QECO RECOMMENDATION ON CONTROL OF AIR POLLUTION
FROM FOSSIL FUEL COMBUSTION

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

1. General

Introduction of relatively inexphensive measures to reduce these
pollutants, for example, use of lower sulphur fuels, more coal
cleaning, desulphurisation and blending of some fuel oils, or boiler
design modifications to reduce nitrogen oxide formation.

Development of innovative regulatory schemes that can improve
efficiency or flexibility of compliance while achieving regulatory
goals.

3etter enforcement of compliance with existing emission control
regulations for both stationary sources and vehicles.

Increased efficiency of energy production and use, such as
application of waste heat from electricity generation and steam
production to industrial or residential/commercial use, improved
building insulation, use of heat pumps, more efficient vehicle
engines and design, better industrial processes, and other means.

a) Increased use of district heating systems with adequate pollution
control or other less polluting energy systems, in urban areas where
they are practicable and economically feasible, and can replace
dispersed fossil fuel heating installations.

f) Regulations to ensure availability and use of clean fuels for
combustion installations or against use of polluting fuels where
emission controls are not usually economically feasible (e.g. small
central heating boilers).

2. Pollution Control Technologies

Encouragement and incentives for research and development of
efficient advanced technologies for pollution control before and
during fossil fuel combustion and for control of pollutant emissions
after combustion.

Encouragement and incentives for the development of new
cost-effective fossil fuel combustion technologies and for the
improvement of existing technologies, to achieve a more effective
reduction of air pollutant emissions.
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Support for the conunercialisation and market penetration of new
combustion technologies which are environmentally less polluting
than existing ones.

Encouragement and incentives for the development and application of
improved coal beneficiation and fuel oil refining technologies.

Large Stationary Installations

a) implementation of emission standards by an effective prograimne of
control measures for large stationary installations, consistent with
the use of the best available and economically feasible
technologies,, and with the target, through national policies and
progranmies, of achieving the reduction of total national emissions
required to reach environmentally acceptable air quality and
depositibn levels, and where appropriate with a transitional regime
for existing plants.

b. Encouragement or incentives (e.g. tax, investment, loan or grant)
for timely retirement or modernisation of older, more polluting
installations, to the extent that this does not conflict with other
economic policies.

Mobile Sources

Implementation as soon as practicable of internationally hartnonised
emission standards by category for major air pollutants from
vehicles, implying for many countries substantive reduction of
pollutant emissions by using the best available and economically
feasible technology.

Encouragement and incentives for the development of less polluting
and more efficient engines and vehicles.

Promotion of good vehicle maintenance.

Encouragement and incentives for the use of less polluting fuels for
transportation (for example, liquified petroleum gas and compressed
natural gas), where technologically and economically feasible.

Regulations or other incentives to ensure the availability aM use
of unleaded gasoline as soon as possible and to phase out leaded
gasoline as a long-term goal.

Encouragement and incentives for the use of public transportation
where appropriate.

Setting and enforcement of speed limits for driving, especially on
highways.

Traffic management in urban areas.
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Information Needs

Improvement of the air pollutant emissions data base by adopting
comparable techniques and methods of measuring emissions, and
providing reliable emissions inventories.

Continuous monitoring of air pollutant emissions.

Continuing international research coordination and exchange of
information.

Encouragement for the transfer between countries of available
tecimologies and methods to reduce air pollution.

tnternational cooperation on research and development to increase
the effectiveness and to reduce the costs of controlling emissions,
particularly for retrofitting existing installations.

6. Monitortn

Monitoring and reporting of the application and effectiveness o
these guiding principles on a national basis.



ANNEX 3

WHAT RECENT REPORTS SAY ABOUT ACID RAIN

Over the past several years a number of st'.idies have been

carried out mainly in Europe and North America on the general topic

of acid deposition. This Annex provides sonic quotes from selected

studies regarding the present state of knowledge of mechanisms and

effects, as support for the summary of the facts as presented in

Section VII. The studies are cited in'the References to the paper

ACID DEPOSITION IN THE PAST

"Measurements of acidity in preserved snow indicate that

contemporary levels of acid deposition did not occur before the

Industrial Revolution precipitation in previous ages has (1)

generally been even less acidic than the current background average

in remote areas and (2) only about matched this current background

for 1 or 2 years at a time, after a few volcanic eruptions." (GAO

194) (6)

"Historical lake acidity data, measured in lake sediments,

show that certain North American and European lakes, which had

stabilized at near-neutral pHs capable of :3uppoorting fish at some

time after the glaciers receded thousands of years ago, have been

rapidly acidified in recent decades starting about in the

late 1950's, steep drops oci.rred in the Swedish lake pHs) from

values at or above pH 6 to levels as low as about pH 4." (GAO 194)

(6)

THE ORiGiNS OF ACID DEPOSITiON

"The main acidifying atmospheric pollutants arising from man's

activities are sulphur dioxide (902) and nitrogen oxides (MOX).

Averaged over the surface of the globe,, man-made and natural

emissions of 902 and its precursors are of comparable maqnitude (in

the order of 100 ml lion tonnes of sulphur per ear) The bulk of

man-made emissions occurs over industrial ised reqions coverIng less

than 5 percent of the earth's surface: Europe, Eastern North

I .M. Torxns ,.' WCEL Acid Rain Pzter ,/ june 2,



Amen ca, Chi na-Japan Uith n the:e negi on man-made :uI phur

em I ons exceed the natura cm I one by a factor of f I cc to

twenty. " (St ockho m Conference I 962) (1 5)

"At moet 5 percent o1 the depoelted culph'r ic currently

thought to come from nat ura I cu phun eo'.rcec. Nat ura t rogen

eourc in North America are considered to be from 4-40 percent of

the total emicsion&' (NAPAP 1983) (19)

"Human act ivit ice thus contnibute about ?5 percent of total

sulfur emissions in the l4est [of the USA) - :omewhat Ices than in

the East,uhere anthropogenic emiseions equal 90-95 percent of the.

totaL' (URI 1985) (24)

"In general industrial sources, including utiHties account

for most of the 902 and part iculatee and about half the N0. The

utility contribut ion to total sulphur emissions in the Eastern

lJnited 9tat vari from about 55 percent in winter to about 65

percent in the summer, Utilities and highway ciehicles contribute

most of the MDX) and industrial and transportation sources most of

the hydr000rbons.0 (EPRI 1983) (17)

'mert:ers, the largest single source of 9132 emissions in the

Ucet Co f the iSA], account for about ha If of a I I 902 cm one

(URI 1985) (24)

"Data for United Kingdom emissions of sulphur dioxide from

1650 and oxides of nitrogen from 191)0 have been presented. Both

have increased considerably during the twent ieth century. Sulphur

di ox i de cmi cc i one reached a max i mum i n the m i d-s i xt i cc and

thereafter decreased sharply. Total MDX emissions which are more

uncertain, continued to nice until 1960." (Uarren Spring 1983) (13)

THE MECHAN 19119 OF TRANSPORT RHO DEPOS Ill ON

"Sc i ent I etc work I ng on ac I d depos it i on agree that su I fur and

n it rogen ox I dcc are not accumu I at I ng I n the at moephere Rat her

a 1 emitted ox i dcc are depoc it ed after r :hcirt et aq or ree dence

I me ' I n the at mcephere, ueua I q ect I mated as averaq I nq eevera I

':1 i3iRO 1 984) ()

i - r-, . .,. .' r, t



i tted 502 iifl be found free in the air, d sso ved in c cud
water, or depos ted back on earth in each case either as 902 or
transformed to su fate It can take any one of fo'ir possible
pat hwaye to i no depos it i on 3 f these four,, two are dom I nont in
eastern North America --sulfate in precipitat ion and dry deposit ion
of 502 gas. The other two -- 502 i n prec I p it at i ifl and dry
deposition of small sulfate particles -- make much smaller
contributions to total deposition.' (GAO 1984) (6)

"Dry deposition by any source wilL, on the average) be greater
than its contri ion to wet deposition near the source, and then
become equal or less beyond about 2013 miles," (GAO 1984) (6)

"Following along prevailing wind directions, major
contribut ions can be deposited at distances out to the range of
200-500 ml les, as shown by the displacement distances in North
America and the cases of transport to Norway and Nova Scot Ia, By
the time distances of 500 to 700 iuile.,are reached, contrbutione
to wet deposition begin to drop off substantially" (GAO 1964) (6)

U. .wind-trajectory studies indicate that pool luted air from
southern Cal i fornia con travel 500 kilometers or more. northeast
into northwestern Arizona. (WAI 1985) (24)

"The ratio of dry to wet deposition of acids in the Los
Angeles basin might approach 15:1, a value far greater than the 1: 1
ratio thought to typify the eastern IJnited States." (URI 1965) (24)

"Recent work indicates extremely high deposit ion from clouds
onto forested mount a I n areas t heq rest upon " (GAO 1984 : (6)

"Highly acidic fogs, with pH below two, have been observed in
the Los Angeles basin." (14R1 1985) (24)

4. THE ROLES OF SIJLPHIJR AND NITROGEN IN ACIDIFICATION

"Compar i son of a large number of samp I es distributed in space
and t i me however, perm its stat st i co I corre I at i ors to be made,

from wh i oh it may be n ferred that the most I i ke I y anriva I average
coritr i but tOnS to acidity in Ncrt her'n Br i ta in are 70 per'ce nt from

phur C 'C i d and :3u percent from n it r c a,:: i d . " ( LJarren pr i nq
1 as (la:
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concent rat ons i n a i r and ra I n dur i rig a per od of ncreas ng NOX

emi.sions" (Urren 'Spring 19;3) (la)

"Su phates contr bute about two-th rds of the acidity to

precipitation in the north-eastern United 3tates. but nitrates can

contribute over ha'f of the acidity in the western regions " (NAPAP

1963) (19)

"The ratio of nitric to sulphuric acid in western CIJSA

precipitation is general 1y higher than it is in eastern

precipitation." (4RI 1965) (24)

"Emitted NOX is extensively involved in complex atcnopheric

chem I ca I react I ons uh oh a I so i nc I ude react i ye hydrocarbon

pci lutants, and these give rise to ozone and a number of other

oxidants i addition to nitric acid itself, These processes make

an account ing of the pathways and fates of emitted NOX a more

complex matter than is the case for 302." (GAO 19134) (6)

"...comparisons between geographical patterns of wet nitrate

and sulfate deposit ion have led to some agreement that NOX and its

ox i dat ion products do not travel as far as the sulfur compounds

(GAO 1964) (6)

"Analysis of the data from the midwestern and northeastern

United States indicates that the percentage of emitted 302 that is

deposited as sulphate in precipitation is approximately equal to

the percentage of emitted HOX deposited as wet nitrate in that

region" (HAS 19133)

.5 THE LINEARITY OF THE EjiSSlON-UEPOSITIiJH RELATL'JHSHIP

,if a general decrease in emissions were to take place

ui th n a I arge I ndustr I a I I sed reg i on (about a thousand km)

specific areas within this region might experience significantly

sma I or I arger decreases i n depos it i on. However the tot a I

depos it i on over the who I e I ndust r' i a I i :ed req i on uc,u I d decrease

approx i mate I y I ni pr'oport i on to the reduct i on in emi ion

(St c'ckho tn Con ference 1 962) (iS)

it Is now :3uqgest ed that , when averaqed over t. he ent ire

east em ha If of North Amer I ca, there appears to be near y a i near



r' tat i onch I p between cut phur ox ide em cc i one and su phat te

deposition, Ih is ret at I onch I p does riot rteceesar I y hold true for
I Icr spat I a I scat cc or shorter time f9mes, " (MAPAP 1963) (19)

"Sc ient if ic work ret eased n 1963 has now confIrmed that for
eastern North America as a whole, acid cut fur deposit ion ui II
change in essentially 1:1 poportion to changes of 502 emissions.'
(GAO 1964) (6)

,the fact.. that wet nitrate deposit ion has increased in
recent years, a period when increi in HO emissions were

occurring, is a demonetrat ion of at least part al proportionality
between NO emissions and nitrate deposit ion, though not
necessari iy exactly 1:1 ." (GAO 1964) (6)

6. EFFECTS OH AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS

"...we have set out the strong circumstances supporting the
relationship between acidification, of which acid precipitation is
a major cause, and fish populations of lakes, principally in
Scandinavia, Scotland and northeast America" (ERL 1963) (5)

.in susceptible areas of Europe and North America, present
at mospher i c depos it i one of ac I di fy i ng compounds have reached I eve I

at which they generate detrimental changes in water chemistry and
hence in aquatic life, The sulphur compounds are recognised to be
of decisive i rnportance . . . It has been proven, however, that
nitrogen compounds may also play a significant role in short-term
events and, should emissions continue to increase, nitric acid not
absorbed by the ecosystem. will in the long run increase the
acidification of surface waters." (UNECE 1964) (23)

I n southern Norway. . . 1750 I akee have I oct f i eh popu I at I one

and 900 others are seriously affected. In southern and centra I
Sweden, . .the fisher cc of an est i mated 16000 takes with pH I

than 5.5 arc now affected. " (Stockholm Conference 1962) (15)

i mat I rig the ns it I U it. y 0 t wat crc i s not so 1e I y a quest I or
cit pH. IJne criterion widely '.ised is 'alkalinity', an appr'oximate
measure of the b carbonate ccrii::er,t rat I or, I r the water uih I i::h has

ben taker, of an index of the ability of the watershed t: neutral ice

I.M. Tcrrns / WCED Ai:id Rain Paper / june 2, 1



d , " ( GAO I 964) (6)

.eol euppl ice of materlale uch ae calcium and magnceum

I one (wh ch can be exchanged to neut ra I I cc ac I d I ii the meat her rig

proccee) or the 30i I 'e abi ity to abeorb culfate ions may be

diininL,hed enough by many years of processing deposited acids ca

that the acidneutral icing capacity of the soi I would be exhausted,

or at feast lowered to a point where it can no longer protect the

surface water, from acidification," (GAO 1964) (6)

"An i mport ant consequence of ac d depos it I on on water

chemietry and conditions of aquatic life is the mobil cation of

aluminium, Observations strongly suggest that the association of

aluminium pecks with acid events in streams and lakes is a major

factor involved in the decline of fish populatione,'t (UPIECE 1964)

(23)

"Scientists believe that fish do not successfully reproduce in

some clear acidic waters largely because toxic aluminum

concentrations may occur as acidity increases," (HAPAP 1983) (19)

". . while all the scientists we contacted agreed that

acidification is a cumulative process, caine suggest that a lake's

adjustment to a change in the acid deposition rate is relatively

fast -- possibly taking only a few years -- while others suggest

the process cou I d take a number of decades. (GAO 1964) (6)

7 EFFECTS OH FORESTS

"Qamage done by acid air pa1 I utants to fore.st vegetation can

be of two kinds: direct, affecting leaves and stems, and indirect,

altering the root environment." (Stockholm Conference 1962) (15)

"The recently reported forest damage in an estimated 1 ml lion

hectaree of central Europe seem.s to be related to (among others)

the direct effects of gaseous pal lutants and coil impoverishment.,

and toxicity arising from very large amounts of met and dry

depos it I on . I n cant rast I n sout hem Scand i nay i a
.1

with sinaI Icr

total amounts of deposition and markedly ccc atmospheric: 502 and

HOX , t ree growth not yet been shown t ci be I

i

ri f fei::i ed

The d I rect e t feats cit gaseous pa I I ut ants are I ikelq to decrease

rap I d I if at mospher I a Uad I rigs are decreased. On t hi e at her' h a rid

indirect effsct:, with their a:sacijted I- - - . i'.ii '
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I ikely to persist or' possibly interisi fy even f present acid and
acid fyi rig inputs are decreased, (Stockho m Conference 1 962) (15)

p especially 902 tini H0 and their
conversion products, are considered singly or in combination with
other factors, to be a major cause of exist ing and increasing
damage." (Munich Conference 1984) (22)

"Observed dccl ines in tree growth and forest dieback in areas
with elevated poHution levels and high acid deposition have

heightened concern about the potental negative effects of acid
deposition and other air poi lutants" (HAPAP 1963) (19)

"A causal link between deposited acidity and forest effects
has yet to be demonstrated, however, and other factors including
water stress and elevated summer ozone concentrat ions, have also
been identified as possible causes." (Warren Spring 1983). (16)

"While the initiat concern was about sulphur dioxide and acid
deposition, many scientists currently believe that nitrogen oxides
and ox i dante such as ozone may be contributing to the observed
forest changes." (MRPRP 1983) (19)

"The connect ions between forest damages and emissions are very
complex, . however, in reviewing the new forest damages which have
occurred at considerable distances from urban conglonterat IOnS ind
emission sources) the Council concluded that . . there would be no

forest damages without air pot I utants, and that the direct
influence of air pot lutants (affect ing the leaves and stems) is
more decisive than the route via the so it, " (CEA 1 963) (20)

"In the Federal Republic of Germany 'die-back' of spruce has
been aesoc i at ed w i th det. er i cirat i on of fine feeder roots in so i I s

with high concentrations of mobil iced aluminium and heavy metals.
Because these observations reveal damage ski tar to that caused to
agr i cut tura I crops by at urn in i urn (concentrat ions of at urn in urn ar'e of
an order of magnitude lower in agricultural than in forest :3c,i Is),
they may be of wider :3 gn if i carice

Since I ar'ge area:3 of the product i ye for'eets I: f Canada and

nor't herr, Europe re3t on re I at i ce POor so i :3 the ni::reaeed
ot even sina I I quartt it i es of soil cat Ofl:3 c:ou Id appr'ec ab y a f fect
ong-term so it fert it i ty - a matter of cons i derab e concerr In

parts of cer,tra I Europe there :3 a I ready cv deni::e of aqqrauat i on
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of magnesium deficiencies" (UNECE 19134) (23)

acidic deposition may be acting in combination uith

ot her factors (I no ud I ng drought uh ch .t se the tree

popu at on or h I gh I y phyt ot ox i c gcceo'.ie po I ut ants, such t3
and :uIphur dioxide)

U
(EPRI 19133) (1?)

"Most scient icts bel Jeve that forest damage stems from some

combnat ion of droughts, gaseous pol lutants (ozone, sulfur dioxide

and nitrogen oxides), acidic deposition, trace metals, long-term

tree population cycle, and pests. Moreover, these stresses ore

interactive and interdependent" (URI 1965) (24)

13 EFFECTS OH MATERIALS

"Rates of corros i on and degradat i on of bu I I d I ng mater a I can

be accelerated by increased acidity," (HAPAP 1963) (19)

"Several scenarios and mechansnts exist for damage to

ntaterials from acidic deposition including both long-range

transport and local source emissions Uithout question acidic

deposition causes .signficant incremental damage to mat.eriaL

beyond t hat caused by nat ura env I ronment a phenomena." (EPA-CARP

1963) (21)

"The corrosive effect of the dry deposition of sulphur dioxide

I e 'uc I I documented but e I n format i on i, iLji
I I ab I e for other

pcI lutonts including rainfall acidity and, as yet, their relative

importance hs not been ful ly estabi ished," (Uarren Spring 1963')

(113)

"Oamage to bull di ngs or see on y from re I at 1 ye I y high

concent rat i one of 302 c I ccc to urban and ndust. r a em I se I

.sourcee. (ERL 19133) (5)

"The cu phur compounds in the atmosphere contribute ti:' ser I cue

damage to h i et or I ca I mon'.1ment e arid bu I di ngs o f sand.st one,

meet one and marb " (UMECE I 9134 (23)

"Hi tr Ic acid can be part I cu or I y damaq I nq to meto : because

the compounds formed uhen n t. r' I c oc: I d reacts w it h meta sur f aces

ore genera I y so I ub e and are eas i I y reo'.'ed, expos i nq under y I nq

I T,-rr,.n' T(Ti "i,1 ':1fl 1 T11fl 2 1



layer to deteriorat j U (GIRl] 1964 '6)

t 1:3 quite po b Ic that cone I derat on of damage to
mater i a I ., cou d g I ye econom I c ut if i cat I on for 902 and/or HO
emiion limit that are more tr1ngent than those preentIy in
place." (GAO 1964) (6)

EFFECTS OH CROPS RHO SOILS

"Sc ent I have found Little COnClu3 I ye cvi defoe for lnaj or

direct effects of acid precipitation on vegetation at current
- depocition cycle, The direct cffecte on crops appear Ieee

cigni ficant than thoe related to other air p01 lutante :uch t

ozone." (MAPAP 1963) (19)

"Soil ecientiete generally believe that rnoet managed

agricultural colic are not vulnerable with reepect to acid
depocition." (NAPAP 1983) (19)

"Although early etudiec .euggeeted that acidic depocit ion might
cauce crop damage, later etudies on field-grown crops have r'esulted
in the coneeneuc that crops face no danger from acid rain
although it may possibly work in combination with other atmo:3pheric
pollutants, such as ozone, to damage p1 ants. (EPA I I 963) (1 7::

EFFECTS OH HUIIAH HEALTH

"Potential threats to humans may occur as a result of
-- exposure to a hi gher heavy metal i nt ake from dr I nk i rig

water provided in cad or copper plumbing;
-- exposure to a higher heavy metal Intake, part icularly

mercury and cadm i urn from the b i oaccumu I at I on process i r

aquat I c food cha I ne. " (ERL 1 963) (5)

"Ho definite connect i one have yet been made bet weer acid r'a in
and human health, but the few data available suggest that if there
is a pr'ob em, it wcu I d app I y under I in it ed cord it I DflS HOUSe-

ho ders who draw the r water unimon it ored arid untreated from
I nwater ci stern systems may be e:x:posed to met a that the ra

corrodes out of .jat er p I pC:3 Those who drui the r water from
shallow wells may also be at risk if aluminum or other' metals

I M. T::rren 7i:ED Ad Rain Pa.er un 2, 1 95



e'ched from the .o by ac d ra I n f nd the r ay I nto the ground

mter i.ppIy' (EPRI 193:3) (1?)

Ep I den 1 o I og cal stud I cc have prov ded tnpert ant cv i dence of a

relation bet'een air pollution and health, Uhen the levels of air

pa I ut on have been h I gh, the re I at i on uas repeated y observed At

current levels, however, whatver relation there may be is

escent ial ly obscured by the background noise' of confounding

factors," (IJMECE 1964) (23)

1 1. THE COST/BEHEF T ALRHCE

The uncertainty about the prospects of damage from acid

deposition -- the dose-response relationship -- is so great that it

prevents identifying any narrow range of estimates of the benefits

of acid deposition cotroI at this time." (GAO 1964) ()

'Ongoing and planned or proposed research is likely to provide

better knowledge on damages, but only after some years." (GAO 1964)

(6)



ANNEX 4

WHAT RECENT REPORTS SAY ABOUT WAYS
TO DEAL WITH THE ACJD RAIN PROBLEM,

1. STOCKHOLI1 CONFERENCE 192 (J1

eFurther concrete action is needed within the framework of the

Convention to reduce air poHution, including long.-range

transboundary air pollution, Such action should include:

The establishment and implementation of the concerted

programmes for the reduction of sulphur emissions .to be a

matter of urgency. Similar actions should be token as soon as

possible for reducing emissions of nitrogen oxides;

The use of the best available technology which is economically

feasible for the reduction of sulphur emissions. Flue gas
desulphurisation (FGO) has been proven as a main SOX control
technology. Alternative technologies like the use of clean
fuels, fuel cleaning and process modification are also

applied. In new and, where practicable, rebuilt metal-
lotions, such as power stations, the above-mentioned

technologies should be introduced. Due to theconsequences
for transboundary poHution high stacks in place of emission
control devices must today be considered an obsolete abatement
mechanism for sulphur emissions. nest available technology
which is economically feasible should also be applied to

reduce MOX emissions from both stationary and mobile sources;

In applying these technologies account should be taken of the
need to minimise '.uaste products and polluting discharges to
other environmental nedia

The support for research and development of advanced control

technologies, appropriate for reducing emissions of SOX and

NOX as well as the use and transfer 0f such technologies;

The further development and implementation of energy

cc'nservat ion rneasures

The further develoirnent of the North American monitoring

I.ivLTorrens 1 WCED Acid Rain Pap''r / June 3. 195



programmes as 'wel I as the European rionitoring and Eva luat ion

Programme (EIIEP), inter al ia through better geographical

coverage; improved emissions data; standcrdisati'Dn of sampi ing

and meae'.irement s and i mproued mode I I i ng

1ULT I LATERAL COMFEREHCE OM THE EHLI ROHIIEHT 1UM I CH 1 84 (.).

"The fol lousing resolutions 'uere adopted by the Ilunich

Multi lateral Conference on the Environment:

Agrees that international co-operation, tuithin the framework

of the work programme of the Executive ody for implementing

the Convention, must be intensified for combating damage to
forests, soMe, water bodies, ecosystems, crops and vegetation
and to materials including historical monuments;

Rgreee that national measures top reduce air poHution
including long-range traneboundory air pollution must be

continued and appropriately intensified in order to prevent

damage to forests, soils, water bodies, ecosystems, crops and
vegetation as well as materials including historical

monuments;

Deems it necessary that the rational and economic use of

energy be regarded as a prime objective of energy policy and
contributes inter at Ia to the reduction of damage to forests,
water bodies, ecosystems, crops and vegetation a mel I as

materials icluding historical monuments;

Recommends that increased use be made of the best available
technologies which are economically feasible, and :ihich have

been demonstrated for manufacturing low polluting fuels,

improving combust ion processes, and reducing pollutant

emissions from stationary or mobHe sources and that further
development of such procedures be promoted;

Requests that at its second meet i ng, the Execut 1 ye 8ody Tor

the Convention as a matter of highest priority adopts a

proposa I for a spec i f i agreement on the reduct i n o f annua I

not i ona I su I phur em i se i one or the r t raneboundary f uxee by
1 9 at the latest hay in!; r'egard to the facts that



a number of countries have committed themselves to implement
reductions of national annual sulphur emissions by at least
30 per cent as coon as possible and at the latest by 1993,
using 1980 entisson levels as basis for the calculation of
reduction a number of other countries announced their
readiness and intention to reduce. their traneboundary fluxes
of sulphur enissions by 30 per cent by the same date at the
(atest

the Contracting Parties have recognised the need to decrease
effectively the total annual emissions of sulphur compounds
or their tr'ansboundary fluxes by 1993; using 1980 emission
levels as the ba&s for the calculation

Deems t necessary that total annual emissions or trans-
boundary fluxes of nitrogen oxdee from stationary and mobile
sources be effectively reduced by 1995 considering that a

number of countries have committed theinselve., to implement
such reductions at an earlier date;"

3. EHUIRQHIIENTAL RESOURCES LHIITED REPORT 1983 (i.).

"It is clearly not possible to make an overall judgment on this
matter given the unknowns and uncertainties in the degree of
possible damage being caused by acid pollutant emissions. owever,
coins uncertainty iui H always exist and should not be an excuse for
postponement of any '.ict ion,"

"From the analysis of emission trends and their sources, in
relation to possible effects, it follows that, if a substantial
reduction in 902 and HO emissions should be considered necessary
with a 10-15 year time period, control action would need to:

i) be directed at most major categories of foi I fuel
consumers

i I) i no I ude cx i et i ng as we I I as new consi.imerc.
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NAT ONAL ACROEIIY OF SCI ENCE REPORT 1 96:3 (16)

'The impi icatione of our findings and concluione for choceing

among poeeible emiecion control etrategiee ehould they be deemed

neceeeary, are I imited, Uc do not bet ieve it i.e practical at thie

tIme to rely upon currently available model.e to dietinguieh among

alternative etr'otegiee."

.ueeful information about the delivery of acide to

ecologically .een.eitiue arece by traneport and traneformat ion

proceeeee can be determined m.ore quickly by direct empirical

obeervat ion in the field than by other meane, . .the [field] etudiec

ore likely to provide baeic phenomenologicol evidence with

eufficient reliability to form a bacie for improving the near-term

.etrategy for dealing with the problem of acid depocit ion in coetern

North America. Indeed, the data are ee.eential to enhance

theoretical underetanding and to develop improved depocition

inodele. In the long term, however, the ultimate etrategy for

dealing with acid depoeitior will depend on the application of
real ict i c, vaI i dated node Ic,

ELECTRiC POUER RESEARCH INSTITUTE REPORT 1983 (

"Thi.e recent puch introducee a fundamental choice of inveetment
etrategiec for decision-fnakere -- whether to .increaee the

inveetinent on older, Ieee efficient plante where controle are not
an integral part of the decign or to recerve inveetment capital for

ey.etem.e now under development that combine :3uperior 'environmental

performance with improved energy and operational efficiency.
If, for example, the not ion1.e decicion-makere chooce to deal with

the problem by electing an arbitrary and rapid reduction in S02

emi.eeione of 10 mill ion tone per year (ac propoced by legielat ion),

the control. optione become effectively limited to thoec currently
available: plant ret iremente, low-cuiphur coal blending, coal

ci can i ng, and f I ue gac ecrubbere. Th e approach wou I d i nyc I ye

plante total I ing about 100,000 U of capacity. aking al lowonce

for many kirtd. of uncertainty, it might coet $11-iS bill ion a year
to execute ey if van cue I net i tut I oriol and contractual

I I m it at i one can be reeo I ved. The I arge out-of pocket coet.e i mpceed

by th : approach are pr i mar ii y due to heavy rd i ance on cnubber.e

for more than half of thi.e capacity.



Alternatively, strategies that allow for more gradual reductions

in emissions would both open the range of retrofit control options

and encourage the use of those that cost least-- particularly

ret irements, blending, and cleaning. Retrofit opt ions under

deve I opment such as I I nest one inject I on and I ow-i0X burners, may

provide somewhat more co.,t-effective control but are probably

limited in appHcation and therefore have lees potential for

cmi se I on reduct I on.

Both of these scenarios offer something of a Sand-Aid solution,
and an expensive one at that, Besides the tremendous capital costs

of add-on equipment or internal plant modification, most of the

opt lone incur additional penalt lee in efficiency and/or

reliability.

A stiH longer-term view would include the approach of preserving

capital to speed the development and transition to new coal

generation systems that are inherently clean and more

energy-efficient than current plants. Mew systems, such as

fluidised-bed and gaefication-combined cycle plants, represent the

concept that the use of coal for power generation is not

fundamentally in conf Hot with a clean environment, and thus hove

strong appeal as an ultimate solution. The potential for these

types of generation is great enough to introduce another trade-off

consideration for decision-makers: although they arc at least

several years from commerciai readiness, they allow emission

reduct ions to follow naturally from the current economic and

environmental evolut ion of coal-fired plants. This would eliminate

costly Band-Rid approaches that serve to freeze technology in

today's plants and would, in the long run, provide improved

emission.s control in a more cost-effective manner.'

6. COIJMCIL OF ECOMOIIIC AOUISERS (FR')) REPORT ON FOREST 0AR13E
RHO AIR POLLUTION 1963 (

"The long-term pal icy calling for reduct ions of the po lut ion

load shall be continued. . . . not forgetting the commitment . to

reduce the arinua I total 902 cm I ss i on by about one-t h I H w It h in the

next decade.

"The cleaning up (retrofltt irig or closing dcun) of exi:3t trig

p I ants . . represents the rca I I y dcc i I ye measure for the reduct on
of pal lutant loads"

- .i r, .-. .. r.., ....



i n the future, part i cu or ott ent on must be g uer to the

reduction in the emission of nitrogen oxides. The efforts to

reduce the nitrogen oxide emissions from motor vehicles must be

i nt ens I f I ed.

"Research on the causes behind the death of forests must be

I nt ens I f i ed.

7, GEHERRL RCCOUHTIt'iG OFFICE (GAO) REPORT 1964 (J

"MItigation act ions taken where deposition occurs, such as I iming

of lakes, can prevent damage in some cases. However, they have
limited capabilities both because they cannot control all kinds of

damage, and also because they cannot be applied economically to
large unmanaged areas such as forests."

"If deposition reduction is desired, to control the risk of

damage stemming from acid deposition, the greatest reduction in

risk would come from lessening the deposition of acidic sulphur
compounds, which could be accomplished best by reducing S2
cmi cc i one."

"Seccuse deposition at almost any location includes significant

contributions from sources spread over a wide area, emission

controls intended to produce substantial reductions of acid

deposition, even at one location, mould be needed over a wide area

rather than at one source or a narrowly localised set of sources."

"Uhile cost-benefit analysis can often aid in iden1ifying a range
of economically efficient pal lut ion control pot ides, current

scientific uncertainty about the value of the benefits expected
from proposed Ievel of acid deposition control is so great that
cost-benefit analysis is of I imited value in deciding whether

additional controls on 902 emissions would or mould not have

benefits that justified their costs."

"Marginal costs of emission reductions increase at greater levels
of reduct ion, cc' that if reduct ions mere chosen seeking to

cli ml note damage completely, the I act increments iDf reduct I art would

be very cost ly compared 'uith the last increments of damage
prevented."



V.

"The control method of switching to low-sulphur coal may or may

not offer lower overall costs. However, it would have indirect

costs, in the form of employment shifts between regions, which

would disproportionately affect limited areas where high-sulphur

coal is mined."

"Agrbetment on an approach to the acid deposition problem is

likely to be aided by separaf.ing the quest ion of when and in which
areas of the country control act i one should occur, from the

quest ion of how the control actions are to be financed."

'6ecauee the Clean Air Act currently focuses on concentrations of

pol lutants near their sources, any air pci lut ion control approach

to deal with acid deposit ion in this century would necessitate
additions to, or a basic reorientation of, the ambient air quality
standard approach in the present act."

"The dispute persists over whether it would be advisable to

establish emission controls promptly to reduce acid deposition or'
to wait further. Ho,øever, at a minimum, havin9 control plans ready

could save time, and therefore epar resources, if/when a need for
rapid action becomes evident."

"Further sc i ent if i c work on acid deposit ion iii ii I be needed for a
number of years, no matter what decisions are made on control

aCtions in the short run."

13, UOALO RESOURCES I HST I TIJIE REPORT 1 985 (2±)

". . . The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, working with

Cal i fornia, Uashington, and Colorado, under authority of the Clean

Air Act, should formulate a regulatory plan for reducing HO

emissions from mobile sources,"

"... the U.S. Congress should not extend the Non-Ferrous Smelter
Order (liSa) exempt ing smelters from the emiesion-reduct ion

requirements of the Clean Air Act beyond the Order's expiry

date of Occember 31, 198?."

In, add it ion, the Li. S. Enu I ronment a I Prot cot i on Agency, I r the

context of d iscues ions with the Mcxi cart Secretariat of Lirban

1 _._, i C'-,s-. 1
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Development and Ecology) should negotiate an agreement for

controlHng emi.eione from Mexican emelter

1St ate and federal air poll ut ion regulatory author it ice ehou I d

amend their regulatione for permitting new facilitiec, making the
cumulative impact of emieeion from a propoced facility on acidic
depocit ion in ceneit ive regione a sit ing considerat ion.'

"... the U.S. Department of Energy and the states should explore
the roles of energy conservation and renewable, non-polluting

energy resources i n the I ong-t erm reduct i on of 502 and MO

emissions."
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SCHEMATIC VIEW OF THE ACID RAIN PROBLEM

URBAN/RURAL TRANSFRONTIER TRANSPORT
TRANSPJPa

EMISSION SOURCES FUELS MAJOR
(sriiriondry and mobile) POLLU1 ANTS
PO%N i'r Pt)fl t ¶
111(1 U St F

I rat i sport
Resident iI /commercial

Coal Particulates
Oil Sulphur oxides SO.
Gas Nitrogen oxide5 - NO.

Hydrocarbons HC

COSTS/BENEFIT ISSUES
Cost ci pollution controls
Envlronmsntal damag. costs
Lav.l of contrI to bslsnc this.
Who pys Icr pollution control?
Who peys Ut. damage costs?

a

CONTROL STRATEGIES
(not mutually .xclusiv.)

lacrssas alflolsncy of energy usi
A & 0 to Incrsssi know$sdg. of csua.s/.Yr.cts
Emissions standards for Mr pollutants

i,ltorm or varlabis
targeted on specifIc sotaross
nstionsi or international
new plants or existing plants

4. Sitting 'mission reductions on regional or national basis (possibly
with 'missions tracing)

Property (materials)
Ecosystems (forests, lakes.
Health
Visibility

. ,,

Quantitative link between deposition and
crops) emissions (how much ot what comes down

where)?
Magnitude of effects attributable to

deposition
Valuation of effects (damage costs)

CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES
Low sulphur fusl
Fuel cleaning
Combustion modification for NO, control
Limsston. injection for SO control
Electroststic precipitator. or baghous.. for perticufat. -
Flue gas d.sulphunsation
Catalytic converters on vehicles to control NO1 and IIC
New technologies (A & 0)

ECONOMIC IMPUCAT1ONS OF INCREASED CONTROL
Incisased .nsrgy costs (10-20 p.r cant on new power plant costs; much lass on electricity
costs to consumer)
Reduced margin bstw'm coil atd oil prices (but oil also requires pollution control)
Us. of economic resources for pollution control (only a problem in a stretched economy;
otherwise adds to GOP)
Lower materials maintenance and repair costs
Increased forest and lak. productivity
Economic b.n.fIts dii. to greater visibility
Improved public health and lower health charges
Lower atmospheric sad concentrations if catalytic converters are used on vehicles

EFFECTS UNCERTAINTIES



HAUFF: ACID RAIN

OUR RECOMMENDATION

Knowledge is incomplete and uncertain

Rescue a drowning person

Hearing: "Without air pollution there would be no die-back

of the forests"

It is complex: Acid Rain, Ozone, Aluminium, Heavy Metals

There is no simple cause

BUT, we are in a situation like somebody who has to rescue

a drowning person

To act or not to act - this is the question

Energy Options (T 26)

Energy Efficiency

Fuel Substitution

Renewable Sources

Environmentally Favourable Energy Option

Institutional Links

Integration of Environmental Cost

Incentives

Prevention and Control of Emissions (T 29)

Power Plants

Smaller Industrial Installations

Vehicles

Liming (Hearing P 12)

Intensify Research (Alibi)

Tropical forests; literally nothing is known (G.2)(T 46)

What should we learn from the acid rain crisis?

- Regional

Other threats



Stanovnik: Hazardous waste

Recommendations:

Reduce the amount of hazardous waste produced

RecyclIng of hw

Product change (multinationals)

No dumping in global commons (air, water, and

other °not-owned" commons)

Transport notification, monitoring

Advisory Panel on industry, Decouple waste and growth

Bring in ICC to draw up guidelines/convention
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